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Photographer Follows Busy Citizens

I
'

W F IT Lel

A stcry on the inside pages of the News tells you
that Lynn Bushart and Hal Warren were given the
Good Citiz' nship Awards last Saturday night by the
Kennel staff. A News photographer wanted to see how
ausy, "good citizen" students spend their time and the
story in told graphically in these photos.
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Chamber Of Commerce To Activate
Plan To Seek State, Federal Funds
Girl Scouts To
Offer Cookies
For Sale Friday
Lynn and Hal keep in clone tenet; with school officials to help snake
The Annual Cookie Sale of the
student eel dionships better. here they are posed nIth Principal Abe
Bear Creek Girl Scout Council
Martin at Fulton High
begins on March 3. This is the
date for all Girl Scouts, with
adults helping, to really give
plans for the development of
Camp Rear Creek the financial
help it needs so badly.
Mrs. French Helsley and Mrs.
James Render are Co-Chairmen
of the sale this year, and Mrs.
Robert Hines, Jr., is the Treasurer.
They will be a.saisted by Neighborhood Cookie Chairmen and
Troop Cookie Chairmen.

Charles Rice To
Seek Office Of
County Clerk
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And the, make good Illae Of the Study Hall Library, which accounts
Charles Rice, owner of Rice's
for their g.csi gra lea all the time Lynn selects a volume while 01
Men. Wear in Fulton is today andoe, reaetreh on • subject
nouncing his candidacy as Count), Court Clerk of Fulton County.
His formal announcement follows:
To the voters of Fulton County:
I am making my formal announcement to you that I am a
candidate for nomination for the
.,ffice of County Court Clerk, subject to the action of the Democratic Primary of May 23. 1961.
1 was born in Hickman, Kentucky, and have lived in Fulton,
Kentucky, since I was discharged
from World War II. I haVe been a
resident of Fulton County all my
life.
- I am married to the former
Elizabeth Carter, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. G. Carter of Fulton.
We have two sons, Charles and
As contributors to the Kennel Hal and Lynn are big help. to the edi- John.
My intention is to make an eftor.. Here Hal looks over the lobed Kennel issue with Keen Dublin
(left) and Kay Morris looking on.
fort to see every voter before
election day. Please accept this
announcement as my personal
solicitation of your vote and influence.
Sincerely,
Charles Rice
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And while1,no fs Interested In moat near!, everything in school she
lovsn her home economics clans Lynn holds collate cheese in her
hand I Pure Milk variety) vihile her teacher Mrs Mary DeMyer approve*. Next to Mrs. Deliver is Seariett Turner and the young lady
at the far right la Chan Covington

Placing tn. of its team members on the all-star team Fulton's
eighth grade team won the consolation basketball game at the
District Tournament on Saturday.
David Mann and Donnie Green,
all - star members exhibited some
stellar playing and high scoring
that makes them sure members of
the future varsity.
Clinton's team won the district
championship edging Sedalia 3533 in the finals Saturday night.

Harvey Caldwell,'Boss'OfThree Active
Jaycee2, Given Outstanding Boss Award
Fulton Jaycees, highlight- activities and honors were host to partment Store.
busy year crammed with around 125 members and guests
(Continued on Page Five)
at their annual Distinguished Service Awards Banquet last Friday
night at the Fulton Country Club
The banquet also known as
"flosses' Night" was the occasion
for Jaycees to invite their "bosses"
as guestc
Four coveted honors were bestowed by the organization following the banquet:
Jimmy Young, Jaycee President, presented the "Outstanding
Boss award" to Harvey Caldwell,
President of the local office supply organization that bears his
name. Caldwell has three promlent Jaycees in his organization.
The "Key Man" award was presented by Jaycee Frank Welch to
Paul Kasnow, who is associated in
business with his father Joe and
Uncle, Louis, at Kasnow's Deof the outstanding in the State,
Jhausy and Plaque
Jimmy
and beside being the winner of
Harvey and

Note Book
Not too long ago our very good
friend Joe Trees was appointed
acting postmaster at Fulton and
his appointment created a vacancy
III the office of representative
from Fulton and Hickman counties. Since his resignation from
the post, to which he was elected
two years ago, political talk has
centered around the persons who
might succeed him in the position
as representative.

How can the twin cities take advantage of the billions of dollars been appropriated by the Federal Government for community improvements? Is there money
available for a new civic center, a housing project, new
industries and new highways and roads?
These and many more questions will be answered
on Thursday night (tonight) when the Fulton-South
Fulton Chamber of Commerce activates its Community
Development Committee.
The Economic Devlopment Department of the Stale or Kentucky
is sending a group of experts in
the various fields to meet with
civic leaders tonight to set up a
program wheee all organizations
can join together to accomplish
the many jobs needed to be done
in a growing and progressive community. The meeting is to be held
at the Chamber of Commerce offices at 7:00 and it is urgent that
all those persons invited to the
meeting be on hand to get the information to be handed out by the
Kentucky State group. Although
the representatives who will be on
hand to explain the program are
from Kentucky, the information

Recently the Fulton County
News wrote a speculative story
about persons who might seek
the office and my dame was
among those persons mentioned
who might be a possible candidate. I would be less than honest
if I did not tell you that I have
given the race • very serious
thought for a number of reasons,
chief among them being the fact
that I believe that I could do a
creditable and conscientious job in
One of Hickman's most enerrepresenting the residents of the getic and prominent young busitwo counties in the General As- nessmen is today announcing that
sembly.
he will be a candidate for representative from Fulton arid Hickthe May priI would be less than honest too, man counties in
Barnett. active in
if I did not tell you that I have maries. Hoyt
religious and fraterhad some wondereul encourage- every civic,
organization in his home-town
ment from IstrilhOss people and nal
his formal anmaking
from some rather important po- is today
litical and school groups. A great nouncement.
Mr. Barnett, often a visitor in
amount of support has been offered by rank and file residents Fulton to join with local leaders
who have enough faith in me to in the development of the westbelieve that I would leave no ern Kentucky area plans to make
stone unturned to fight for pro- an intensive campaign and has
grams and benefits that _might received
from
encouragement
accrue to this area from a reprevoters in both counties.
sentative who would have a dediHis announcement follows:
cated loyalty to making the two
counties more profitable communities in which to live. I think
we proved that when. Paul chose
to serve on the all-important Economic Development Commission,
a non-paying, time consuming endeavor that would bring all of us
A film on Switzerland will be
great benefits if We could land
some industries, large or small for presented on Wednesday, March
this far Western Kentucky and 15 by the Civitan Club with the
Tennessee area. Everybody rea- proceeds going towards the orlizes that the race for more indus- ganization's civic center fund.
try is a highly competitive one ''Patterns for Peace" is the title of
and Paul and I felt that service on the film and will be personally
the Economic Development Com- presented by Anton R. Lencli, an
mission would give our commun- internationally known commentaities a "foot in the door," and tor. Mr. Lendi has appeared in
that's where it is. Some people Fulton on a previous occasion and
called this decision unselfish. We has appeared six years at the
call it loyalty to some wonderful Goodwin Institute in Mernphis.
people who have been mighty Admission prices for the lecture
are $1.00 for adults and twentygood to us.
five cents for children.
The film will be shown at the
Moreover, service on that com- South Fulton gym at eight o'clock
mission does not mean that he is p. m.
seeking industry only for our
Mr. Lendi is an ambassador of
area, but for all Kentucky, and good-will, who
was born in
you can just know that if there is Switzerland, educated in his naany opportunity to get industry in
Western Kentucky he will be just
as interested in presenting Fulton,
Hickman, Clinton or anywhere
near us. For industry in any of
those communities means as much
to one as to another.

But, in spite of the opportunity
for service to Fulton and Hickman
counties that I could render. I am
NOT now, and will NOT be a
for
candidate
representative.
There are far more, many more
reasons why I should not seek the
office than reasons why I should.
Frankly there are only two reasons for seeking the office that
seem attractive to me. One is the
challenge for getting elected so
that I might prevail among the
Administration in power to speed
up their programs for this area as
they are committed to do and
what's more will do, no matter
who is elected. The other is the
challenge to see how effective is
the organization of those political
bosses who might like the opportunity of "throwing the book at
me." I like to think that those
people are not my personal enemies, but opponents of the political
things I stand for, so in defeating
I me, would in effect, defeat the
Continued an Page Flee

about Federal programs will benefit both Fulton and South Fulton.
In a letter to various heads of
civic and other groups in the twin
cities the Chamber of Commerce
said:
"How would you like to see our
slum areas cleaned out completely? How about a new civic center? Maybe a new industry! All
of this is possible if we all can get
together and decide which one we
want first.
"This does make it sound rather
simple, doesn't it? Well, it really
is if we can direct all of our efforts one way.
"Here in our Twin Cities we
have over fifty organizations and
clubs. And without one exception,

they all are fine aggressive civic
minded organizations- Each one
has done some outstanding work
to improve our community. South
Fulton Boosters piloted the athletic field drive. Civitans started
the ball rolling on the proposed
Civic Center. The YMBC built a
fine band stand down town and
for many years sponsored a fair.
The Lions are doing a wonderful
job at the Park. The Junior chamber of Commerce has done an outstanding job not only here in the
Twin Cities area but have spread
our name over most of the twin
states and other states, especially
since their fine showing at their
annual Convention in St. Louis
last year. Other organizations
have done as well and in some
cases more. But we still haven't
combined forces to execute major
problems as we are faced with
them.
"At the present time the federal
government has releasd billions of
dollars for housing, education, and
urban renewal. They want towns
to improve themselves by lending
and giving money to them.
Continued On Pace five

Hoyt Barnett, Active In Civic Progress
Is Candidate For State Representative
TO THE VCYTERS OF FULTON
AND HICKMAN COUNTIES:
I am taking this opportunity
this week to announce my candidacy for STATE REPRESENTATIVE of the FIRST DISTRICT,
subject to the Democratic Primary, May 23, 1961. My decision
is not a sudden one. For some
months I have given prolonged
and serious thought to this matter. The decision to run is based
on my keen desire to do everything I can to promote and encourage a prosperous future for
our people and the area in which
we live. I am 33 years old, a native of
Hickman and a graduate of Hickman High School. I have been en-

Civitan Club Plans Film Showing For
Benefit Of Proposed New Civic Center
tire land and in France, Germany,
Italy and Austria.
He is now a Canadian resident
and dual citizen of Canada and
Switzerland.
During World War II he served
as intelligence officer, with the
rank of captain, in the Canadian
Active Army.
The program which he presents
is in every sense of the word a
mission of goodwill. During the
past fourteen Years, these unique
interpretations of his native land
and people have become widely
known and loved by adult and
school-age audiences throughout
Canada and the United States and
they are recognized as truly outstandiag contributions to international understanding and world
peace.

Hoyt Barnett
gaged in business in Hickman for
the past ten years.
I won't burden you with a list
of organizations—suffice to say I
have been actively absorbed in
practically every civic organization and religious endeavor in
the community.
I have had six years experience
in city government. I believe that
a person in government owes first
allegiance to the people who elected him.
Your advice and help, as well
as your influence and vote is humbly and earnestly sought. I want
to know what you expect of your
state representative and state
government. And I pledge myself
to the service of your best interests.
Thank you,
Hoyt Barnett
Candidate for Representative
First District

Red Cross ChapierDoes Good Things
Because It Helps Others In Need

Thursday afternoon, February
16th, the Board of the Fulton
County Chapter of the American
Red Cross met at the City National Bank. James W. White.
Chairman of the 1981 Fund Drive
presided. Plans were made at that
time for the 1961 campaign and
March 6, 1961 has been set for the
Red Cross Chapter to launch their
annual drive to enroll their neighbors as Red Cross members and to
enlist their financial help in
carrying out its health, welfare,
and safety programs.
The Fulton Chapter's campaign
goal is $1,578.00, to support the
chapter's community services in
1961-62 and defray its share of national Red Cross organizations'
programs of service to all Americans.
The Board of the Fulton Red
Cross Chapter has the following
members:
James Meacham, Chairman of

Fulton Chapter; Louis Wleaks, Disaster Chairman; Andy DeMyer,
Publicity Chairman; Mrs. Morgan
Omar, Home Service Secretary:
James W. White, 1961 Fund Chairman and Robert W. Burrow, 1961
Regional Fund Chairman.
A. M. "Bud" Davis, the 1960
Fund Chairman, met with the
Board and will aid them in conducting this year's drive.
Workers will be contacted immediately and instructions will be
given them concerning the Drive.
The local chapter during the
past year was very active in the
Water Safety program, with activity centered around Willow
Plunge Pool. Red Cross Life Saving classes were conducted with
36 Junior Life Saving certificates
and 24 Senior certificates being
awarded. Swimming classes were
conducted through the summer for
all age groups.
The chapter was also called up-

on to help with DM distressed
area in Chile after the earthcontributed
quake. Individuals
sweaters and the Fulton chapter
and
sweaters
children's
purchased
sent them to the area.
Mrs. Morgan Omar, Home Service Secretary, reported that approximately twenty servicemen
many ways.
were aided in
Through the Red Cross, she obtained emergency leaves for servicemen here in the States and
overseas because of serious illness
or death in the family. Money was
loaned for medical supplies until
a lost allotment check arrived.
There was also case of obtaining
an extended leave for a soldier
whose father had been injered in
a tractor accident. The soldier
was able, through recommendation of Red Crone, to help with his
family. There was a WAC on Peeve
in Fulton who became ill. Mrs.
(Continued on Page Five)

A Pat On The Back Comes To The Twin Cities From
An Editor Who Has Watched Fulton Moving Along
Nothing is as good for the morale
of a human or a community than to
get a sincere pat on the back. Of late,
our twin cities have been doing right
well in that respect and the plaudits
that came from Sun-Democrat editor
Bill Powell last week make us prouder by the day that we live here. Bill
has a soft spot in his heart for the
twin cities and it came to light again
in his popular column in the Paducah
paper.
In case you didn't see "them
kind words" Bill wrote we are reprinting them herewith. Here's the
column.
By Bill Powell
I learned all over again the other
night just how nice Fulton and South
Fulton are.
I really enjoyed the annual meeting of the chamber of commerce that
serves the two lively towns.
Mr. Wyatt made his usual outstanding speech and I liked that. And
I liked the overall spirit and attitude
the 'Twin Cities" have.
Don't sell those people short;
don't ever do it. They've shown they
can get and keep industry. They
rought in Ferry-Morse and by a
wonderful effort they kept Siegel
Company (in a new South Fulton
plant) when the firm's plans for Fulton seemed to lie in shambles.
The towns have some real leaders; South Fulton proved its mettle
and its foresight by getting TVA pow.?.r in a boldly dramatic way. And Fulton has shown this many times—
with the starring performance being,
of course, the Ferry-Morse project.
The chamber of commerce had
a good leader last year in John Sullican and it elected a good man for this
year in Joe Treas.
Sullivan is the fine young man
who manages Ferry-Morse. He is
solid and sincere; he would be an
asset to any community. John used to
be a baseball pitcher. He pitched in
the Yankee organization for five
years and went from D to A class ball.
He had a tryout with Birmingham
which is an AA club but didn't make
the grade.
John is a big boy who pitched

left-handed. I know he was pretty
good or he wouldn't have been playing with such boys as Jim Coates,
who is one of the Yankee pitchers
now.
But I think Fulton ought to be
thankful that Sullivan isn't in the major leagues. That's the kind of guy he
is. In Fulton, they'd fight for this big,
quiet boy and John Sullivan would
scrap for them.
Joe Treas is very popular. He
was representative for the last two
years from Fulton County. In this job
he made many friends and did a lot
of good.
Last week he became postmaster
of Fulton. I know he'll be one of the
best the town ever had. Also, Joe
Treas is cut out to be one of the top
chamber of commerce leaders and is
determined to do a good job.
Fulton didn't get any industry
last year and John Sullivan was sorry
about this. But the two towns needn't
worry; they have the attitude and the
resources it takes to get plants.
It makes me feel good to carry
out an assignment in Fulton or just
to visit there.
Sometimes I go by Hugh Fly's
Derby Restaurant — the gathering
place of many Fultonians—and stand
around for an hour or so just to see
the people who come in.
Unusually I'm not disappointed.
Eultonians seem to move briskly and
cheerfully; they don't stand around
and sing the blues.
This, in my opinion, is the biggest asset a town can have.
People who r`ttri down their own
towns, whether they do it in a refined
or a coarse way, are their towns'
worst enemies.
People can hurt you from the inside ten times faster and much more
effectively than people from the outside.
A town can fall apart the way a
family can fall apart.
You know that if people see a family scrapping and at odds they don't
have much respect for it. There is a
great deal to be -said for sticking together, no matter what you're sticking together for.

The Jaycees Are Showing The Way!
Our hats are off to the Fulton
Jaycees —a live-wire organization
whose energy, ability and imagination have sparked almost as many
community projects in the Twin cities
last year as all of the rest of the civic
clubs put together.
That's quite a load, but so is this
list of 1960 projects undertaken and
completed: Miss Fulton Jaycee beauty pageant, teen-age safe driving
Road-e-o, turkey shoot, fishing derby
for kids, Explorer Scout unit sponsor,
annual talent show, Distinguished
Service Awards-Bosses' night banquet, junior golf tournament, merchandise trade exhibit, full-day radio
marathon over WFUL, Christmas
food basket program, Kentucky Junior Miss pageant and four annual social events, just to hit the highlights.
As the Jaycees admit, they are
"young men of action", and they'll go
you one further: they complete a project once they start it. Several times
last year we wondered if they hadn't
bitten off more than they could chew
when they initiated such undertakings as the Merchandise exhibit and
the annual talent show, but they
turned out to be "clutch" hitters:
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when it looked like things might bog
down, their burst of collective energy
carried them through in outstanding
style.
We salute this energetic outlook
on life and hope that some of it rubs
off on some of the older citizens of the
communities who know how to do a
job but often lack the determination
to push it through on schedule and
see it completed as it is planned.
The Jaycees are showing the
way!
WARMTH
It is not the shilling I give you
that counts, but the warmth that it
carries with it from my hand.
—Miguel de Unamuno
All the beautiful sentiments in
the world weigh less than a single
lovely action.
—James Russell Lowell
The man who radiates good
cheer, who makes life happier wherever he meets it, is always a man of
vision and of faith.
—Edwin Osgood Grover
Human affection is not poured
forth vainly, even though it meets no
return. Love enriches the nature, enlarging, purifying, and elevating it.
—Mary Baker Eddy
We receive love—from our children as well as others — not in proportion to our demands or sacrifices
or needs, but in proportion to our own
capacity to love.
—Rollo May
Our affections are our life. We
live by them. They supply our warmth.
—William Ellery Channing
Love is the fulfilling of the law:
it is grace, mercy, and justice.
—Mary Baker Eddy
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By P. W.
Brigadier General Charles J.
Timrnes, assistant Commander of
the 101st Airborne Division, Ft.
Campbell. provided local Rotarians a rare insight into Communist
doctrine and principles Tuesday.
Austrian-born Gen. Timmass proved himself an eloquent speaker
with a subject he has obviously
studied at length. All Fulton
would have done well to have
heard his message.
The General was accompanied
by Col. Ivey, Norman Terry's sonin-law, who is J. A. G. of the
101st. Thanks to Norman for Inviting me to hear the address!
Returning from a weeicend in
Memphis Sunday I stopped in a
Fayette County (Tenn) restaurant
for some of its well-known barbecue and in addition to enjoying
the meal discovered that the proprietor knew how to express himself when it came to stating just
who was running the place. Says
a sign under the cash register:
THIS IS A PRIVATELY-OWNED
BUSINESS. It is not housed or
located on municipal. county, State
or Federal p.operty. It is not a
public utility, school, church or
polling place. We receive no
grants or subsidies from Federal,
municipal. County. or State taxes.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT to
seat or serve our patrons at our
convenience, or to refuse service
to any undesirable person. Any
person creating a disturbance on
these premises after being denied
service for any other reason will
be prosecuted.—The owner.
An estimated 77,132 veterans in
Kentucky will receive a total of
$3,934,700 in GI insurance dividends this year, and pretty soon,
says VA regional office in Louisville. Dividends, not a gift, will go
to Ky. vets currently holding VA
life insurance. Don't go writing
in about yours, says VA, or you
may slow down the spieeded-up
payment plan.
Would you like to be "Stephen
Foster" this summer in the third
"The
annual presentation of
Stephen roster Story" at Bardstown?..They're looking for some-

ham.
one to play the part. and you only
need to write Box 587, Bardstown,
Ky. for more information. Auditions begin March 4. The directors
are also looking for singers, actors
and dancers who will be available
from June 5 through Sept- 4 for
the 10-week season plus 3 weeks
of rehearsals. Here's your chance
to get started, if you have talent.
A $944,000 low-rental housing
project is underway in Russellville, with 70 units being built for
Whites and 30 for Negroes. Understand that a similar project—
perhaps not as big—will get underway in Fulton before very
long.
EVer notice the similarity in
names of communities in this
area? Over on the other side of
Benton we have Canton, Linton,
and Fenton, to add to our own
area's Clinton and Fulton.
from
boxers
Championship
throughout the world have begun
CampFt.
at
week
this
arriving
bell to compete for all-Army honors, with elimination bouts to
start in early April for crowning
champs in 10 weight classes.
Ever wonder how the all-night
parties got started? They're probably of voodoo African origin,
such as still exist down in Hayti,
says the National Geographic. The
affairs start at midnight and end
at dawn, with drums roaring hypnotically when the participants
dance. Story didn't say whether
they had currently gone to Rock
'n roll or not.
If you don't think the Creator
had a problem creating a giraffe,
consider this: its heart has to
pump blood 12 feet to its head
thus endowing a giraffe with one
of nature's meat powerful pumps,
plus an immense heart. When the
head is lowered, a valve checks
the rush of blood, thus preventing
rupture to the brain; when the
head is again raised,- the valve
then prevents too rapid a drainage of blood from the brain.

100 Years Ago This Week
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First Week In March 1861
Washington, Mirch 4, 1861:
became the
Abraham Lincoln
President of the United States on
'The
headlines:
the
Said
this day.
laws to ke ekecuted. The Union
not 4ti isoYved."
Jus the same, seven states had
secede'from the Union and had
set up the Confederate States of
America. At least four other
states were considering secession
Lincoln assured the Nation that
neither party had a right to break
up the Union, that the Union was
older than the Constitution.
Lincoln assured the Nation that
it was the duty of everyone to return to their owners any fugitive
slaves. hut It was also their duty
to "safeguard the liberty of every
freeman" The new President
made an appeal to the South when
he said: "Can you get more than
this outside the Union?"

H.

Lincoln was saluted with cheers
of the most enthusiastic nature
which cohtinued from the hotel
(Willards) to the Capitol
"There was al good band, a carload of pretty girls, thirty four in
all, each one of whom personated
a state, militia men who walked
like country paupers on a semidiluted spree, and the climax of
absurdities, citnens in carriages.
Etc.
"The Presidential Ball was a
complete success. Mrs. Lincoln
well, she
remarkably
looked
wore a very tasteful and becoming head dress and a low necked
lavender silk (I think) of exquisite
shade Perfect fit,
"It was a Mena remark that
Lincoln was infinitely better looking man than was represented
and that Mrs. L. was evidently a
lady of refinement of tact and
taste."
A few days before Lincoln's inaugural. the Cincinnati COMMERCIAL made public a letter
which was one of the typical
plots on the life of Lincoln. The
President was to be shot by a man
"from the midst of three or four
hundred of his friends." The gun
to be used was described as similar to one of the Sharp's or May_nerd rifles except it was made
with a folding stock so it could be
hidden under a man's overcoat.
The man who would do the
shooting, "said the COMMERCIAL
was"... a very courageous man,
wealthy, and influential . . a
very upright man "
In Washington the militia companies were alerted weeks before
the inauguriMon. One company
whose members were known secessionist was watched to see that
they could not massage to destroy
any of the government property
aent
Buchanan
President
through the motions of being
newly-seated
friendly to the
President Lincoln. then left for
his home In Wheatland; mar Lancaster. Pa. The City Guards of
Baltimore skewed their rospeti to
Buchanan by escorting idas all

the way home The Guards had
taken part in the inaugural of
Lincoln. in spite of the fact that
the members of that unit were
very secersionisi in •ympathy.
Most of the men later Joined the
Confederate army.)
There was rumor and talk and
boasting. Saki Horace Greeley, the
outspoken editor of the NEW
YORK TRIBUNE: "Several persons have said that I accused Lincoln of having sold out to the
slave-owners. This ia another lie.
Half thtt gossip telegraphed to this
column is grossly distorted, or
wholly invented."
On February 28 of that year the
Washington office of the Associated Press had asked that every
paper use a "more cautious flelection of correspondents."
The Republican party, now that
they were in power in Waabingtoo were fighting among themselves over appointment& The
North had considered several matters in an effort to avert war with
the South On the last day of February the House had posed an
amendment to the Constitution
providing that slavery not be
molmted In the States. The vote
for the paawage wan two-to-one to
"thunderous applause" It was
doubtful, said the reporters, that
the Measure would pass the Senate Abolitionists were accusing
the Republicans of a "backingdown policy."
William Seward, who would become Secretary of State (and
make a name for himself) had not
yet accepted the position. He was
staging his "off-again-on-again"
policy, and making statements
which tended to embarass Lincoln. Seward said "I'm opposed
to the Crittenden Compromise,
and to the iine-horse congress"
General Scott, of the Army, and
Seward both gent greetings to the
people of Charleston. South Carolina assuring the seeissionists of
"friendliness. We will de ever)'
thing in our power for an amicable arrangement of the affairs
of the country."

Letters To Editor
Mr Paul Westpheling
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Paul:
We thought you might be interested in the fact that we are
In the process of changing our
name, officially, to General Adjustment Bureau, Inc. For seventysix years. we has been known
as Western Adjustment and Inspection Company and have retained our name until just recently, following the consolidation of
Western Adjustment with the
General Adjustment Bureau, Inc
Weuse the word consolidation,
rather than merger, for the reason
that we merely have joined almost
Identical operations, fitting together our operation in the north
central states with that of General Adjustment Bureau, Inc. In
the rest of the continental United
States and Alaska.

casualty insurance eompanies, The
Bureau has 693 branch offices's and
over 5,1130.-a1justers. Supervision
of loss and claims assignments it
accomplished through five departmental offices and 71 regional offices

The General Adjustment Bureau, Inc, plays a major mile in
the adjustment of storm and catastrophe losses throughout the
country. A recent demonstration
of this activity followed Hurricane Donna. when adjusters from
the entire country were assembled
on the east coast to handle the
tremendow volun.e of losses. extending from Key West, Florida
through the New England states
Equally important to the insurance industry, is the day-to-day
adjustment of fire, accident, burglary, theft, and property damage
losses concerned with dwellinip,
merchantile buildings, automobiles, and personal property of
every description.
Very truly yours.
0. K. Watkins, Jr
Manager
General
Adjustment Bureau,
311 Main St., Fulton
Inc. Is a national loss and claims
adjusting organization, owned by
the major capital stock fire and ATTEND CEILTICH SUNDAY

The parade which marked Linwas missing
coln's inaugural
nothing except the faces of the
Southerners. Here's the description of the affair taken from the
Baltimore SUN: " . . the sound
of brass and leather announced
that Pres. Buchanan was approaching, and sure enough, looking from the window we saw the
old man in his barouche, surrounded by soldiers of 11 sanguinary appearance. In a few
moments Mr. Lincoln was with
him, promptness and exact obedience being with him imperative
rules of life. As he took his seat
in the barouche, Mr. Buchanan
occupying the seat of honor, Mr.
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SPEAS Can Corn.

Such Naturally Good

VINEGARS‘46.
Be SPEASific...Always Ask for SPEAS I

LOWER COST 1
INSURANCE

Mannar

The Civil War came closer, for
Lincoln also said: "The Government will occupy and possess the
property belonging to the government. And we will collect the
revenue."
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1 For Safe Drivers In Kentucky
If you qualify under the Ky. Point System you may qualify for lower insurance costs.

▪•••••iu
Mail to CANNON AGENCY
129 Broadway, Fulton, Ky.
I'm Interested in Safe Driver Credits,
Name

•Address or Phone Number
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Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Only people who visit and live in Fulton can know
what a friendly, hospitable and gay community that it
is. Last week some popular visitoes came to town and
they will surely go back to their respective homes with
some wonderful memories of the time they spent here
and the friends that they met here. Besides, Fulton is
happily welcoming newcomers all the time and those
people have to live here just a short time to know that
Fulton opens its friendly arms wide to make them feel
as though they've lived here always.
Last week Miss Gertrude Murphy had her old friend Miss Betty
Thomas here for a visit and of
course Gertrude wanted Betty to
meet and know all the nice home
folks. Last Saturday Gertrude matertainect at such a nice bridge
luncheon at the Little Breezy Cafe
and besides having many of the
home folks at the luncheon, Gertrude invited some of the newcomers to visit with Betty and the
"old-timers," Fultonions had the
pleasure of meeting and enjoying
Mrs Les Cosby, whose husband
has COMe to Fulton to be with the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company and
Mrs. W. F. Mantle, whose husband
has assumed the distributorship
of the Shell Petroleum Co. The
Mantles have built such • lovely
home in the Country Club Courts
area and we extend to them and
to all our very appreciated new
citizens • very big welcome to the
twin cities of hospitality Mrs.
Tom Williams of Jackson, Miss
was an invited guest.
Miss Murphey presented the
guest of honor with a gift and also
presented mementoes of the occasion to the newcomers. What •
wonderful way to say "hello"
we're glad you're here.
Bridge and Bolivia were enjoy-

ed by the guests with high it-ore
prize going to Mrs. Annabelle Edwards, second high, Mrs. Harvey
Caldwell; third high, Mrs. Maxwell McDade; Bridge-bingo, Mrs.
C.•L Maddox, Mrs. Joe D. Davis
won the Bolivia prize.
And though the great State of
Texas is known for everything big
and wonderful, that State will
have to go far to have Mrs. Ruby
Rogers of Houston know that
there is a friendlier place in the
country than Fulton. Mrs. Rogers
was entertained at an attractive
luncheon last week by Mrs. Milton Exum at the Exum home on
Second Street. Mrs Rogers is the
house guest of Mrs. E E. Mount.
and she had the opportunity to
meet and visit with some of Fulton's very nice people.

ner at the Derby everybody went that swinging, gliding ability of entine motif was carried out in Page 3
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 2, 1961
the table decorations at which the
to the Brown home for ice Cream his.
guests and honoree were seated.
and cake.
The Welfare Workers Club met hostess. Twenty-two members and
It must have been such fun for
On Saturday before her wedin ttte lovely home of Mrs. Lon one visitor. Mrs. Oscar Nanney
Mrs. Virgil Craven is a member Vivian Williamson to share in the ding day Miss Boyd and her bridal
were present.
February 24.
Watts
in good standing with the Jack happy occasion Rev. and Mrs. attendants were honored at the
Mrs. Alexander, the president
Mrs. Frank Parrish called the
Benny Birthday Club and cele- Truett Miller enjoyed Sunday af- traditional bridesmaids' get-tobrated another "39'er" with mem- ternoon. Vivian, assisted the Mil- gether The congenial group met at meeting to order. Mrs. V. L. Phil- presided over the m'eeting with
bers of the club at her home on ler's daughter Mrs. Bill R. Miller, the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest lips led the group in song. Mrs. Mrs. Roy Carver, secretary and
in entertaining at the 25th anni- Fall and serving with Mrs. Fall Roy Watts gave the devotional. treasurer. Under new business,
Maple Avenue.
versary celebration of the peopular as hostesses were Miss Ella Doyle, Mrs. Guy Finch read the club program planning for another
Looking through the newspap- Baptist minister and his wife. Miss Anne Fall and Mrs. George creed. Roll call was answered by year was discussed and many new
fourteen members and two visi- ideas Were brought out with the
ers that come to the office from Vivian was maid of honor in the Doyle.
tors, Mrs. Bob Elliott and little club agreeing on four or five proeverywhere we were startled to Truett Millers wedding and surely
The bride and her attendants
be possible to
see a bold faced headline that said they shared many memories of weer seated at the dining room Susan Watts. Mrs. Lorenzo Palmer jects that might
read
the minutes. Mrs. Roy Na- have for the next year's work.
MCDADE-WRIGHT WIN BOWL- that happy day. The reception wag table, which held an arrangement
A pot-luck luncheon was served
ING DOUBLES TITLE. Nobody held at the Baptist parsonage on of fruit and greenery as a center- bors gave the treasurer's report.
hostess.
will deny that energetic Mary Third Street and the home looked piece. On either side of the en- Old business included filling the at the noon hour by the
afternoon was given over
The
yearbook, collecting dues and
Nelle McDade Wright will try beautiful.
trance to the dining room, a
HerMrs.
leader,
landscape
the
to
cards.
for
money
The table wu decorated with clever bride and groom, made from
anything to make life more interA delicious pot-luck meal was man Roberts; recreation leader,
esting but we didn't know that she silver triple candelabra holding a mop and broom and dress in full
Mrs. J. R. Powell; major project
had persuaded "Doc" to be a long white tapers and a beautiful bridal regalia, were smiling at the served at the noon hour.
Project leaders were: Mrs. Lo- leader, Mrs. Zoma Moss.
bowling champion. On taking a centerpiece of silvered carnations guests."
Mrs. Lubie Howell gave an inbuy
on
lesson
a
gave
Palmer
renzo
double look at the story in the and greenery. Presiding at the
A two-course breakfast was ser- ing furniture; Mrs. V. Lstructive lesson on construction of
Mayfield Messenger we noted table throughout the reception ved.
gardening; Mrs. Violet Williams, draperies for the home.
that the bowling champ was Bill were Mesdames J• A. Hemphill,
A work day was planned for
The bride gave each of her at- home management; Mrs. Karl
McDade, Mary Nelle's cousin and L. M. McBride, Flynn Powell, and
white.
of
a
tendants
lovely
Kimberlin, consumer education; Tuesday. February 28th in the
pair
a brother to Maxwefl and a Hal E. B.' Berry of Fulton and Miss
gloves .and hand painted_ satin Mrs, Harry Watts, reading. One horde of Mrs. Moss and Miss Myra
Wright of Mayfield. Sure looked Cora-Cox of Providence, Ky.
hundred and fifty-four books have Scearce so that each member of
Miss Nina Worley registered the jewelry cases.
funny in print, though.
the club might make samples of
been read in 1960.
many friends who called throughMrs. Brooks Oliver gave a les- draperies to learn all the tailored
And while the distaff side of
Speaking of bowling, Pat Nan- out the afternoon to extend their
the Boyd-Templeton wedding par- son on "Clothing, Closet Acces- pofhts, both in lined and unlined
ney strictly bowled over John best wishes.
draperies.
ty was enjoying brunch at the Fall sories pnd Fabrics."
Moll of Sikeston on the TV-BowlThe club will meet next month
The club adjourned to meet
Climaxing a long series of de- home the groom was honored with
ing matches over V7PSD in Pawith Mrs. Erwin Bard aehostess.
22,
March
on
Watts
Roy
Mrs.
with
breakfast
Miss
a delicious country ham
ducah. Moll had a right impressive lightful parties in her honor
score for anybody to tackle, but Barbara Ann Boyd was feted on at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 1961 at 10:30 A. M.
L'R HAS GRADUATE SCHOOL
Pat just knocked those pins over Monday prior to her wedding with Grady Varden on Pearl St. Hosts
Graduate School at the UniverThe Victory Homemakers Club
right and left to "knock off" the a luncheon at the Park Terrace for the "all male" affair were
of Kentucky was founded in
Sikeston champ. Pat will bowl when Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Ceylon Varden and Al Bushart met for the February meeting at sity
direction of a
again on Saturday, May 6 and Guy Hale, Jr., and Mrs. Max Mc- who were groomsmen in the wed- the Kentucky Utilities building 1912 and put under
with Mrs. James Alexander as full-time dean in 1924.
he'll have a long time to perfect Dade were the hostesses. The val- ding.

Birthday parties have a way all
their own for bringing old friends
together' and many people around
us make real productions out of
those years that roll around, often
too often. For instance Mrs. Maxine Matheny was entertained by
the Jolly Twelve Birthday Club
with a dinner at the Derby Cafe,
Mrs. Gilbert Brown was hnerress
for the occasion and after the din-
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COMPLETE

LIQUIDATION

STARTING 10:00 A.M.

SALE!
OP TO 75% IN SA VINGS

THURSDAY, MARCH 2n

THE HALL WOOTEN MEN'S CLOTHING CO. OF FULTON, KY. LONG FAMOUS FOR QUALITY NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS - - HAS BEEN SOLD TO THE ACE SALES CO. WITH A PROFESSIONAL LMUIDATO
IN COMPLETE CHARGE - - THE ENTIRE STOCK HAS BEEN ORDERED SOLD AT A GREAT SACRIFICE WE HAVE TO SELL THIS MERCHANDISE IN A LIMITED TIME - - THIS IS YOUR ONLY CHANCE OF A
LIFETIME TO SAVE PLENTY ON FAMOUS BRANDS IN MEN'S WEAR - - COME - BE PREPARED TO SAVE!

MR. AND MISS FRS

Speight and Calliham Win Honors;
Selected As Mr. and Miss F.ILS
surer of her class. In her sophomore year, she was elected to the
National Honor Society and to the
Quill and Scroll this year. Ophelia
has served as drum majorette for
three years, and is now president
of the Band Council. She was selected as "Most Talented" in the
Senior Who's Who, and was her
class's candidate for Homecoming
Queen this year. Also, she is the
KENNEL copy editor and photography editor of the annual staff.
She hopes to attend the University
of Kentucky.
Mike Calliham has been very
sistiVe in the sports program. He
-.has played guard on the VHS
football team for four years. He
""elso was a member of the 1957
—undefeated football team. Mike
'Mayer' basketball in his sophomore year. He has served as Vicethe Conservation
president of
Club during his junior and senior
a
is
and
year
member of the 4-H
Club. During the summer he
mem Pesgeag
biereakdese I worked at the ice plant. He sings
bass in the Methodist Church
...1b."
low down payment.......,
Choir. Mike has temporary plans
•nd Spay Terms
to attend Florida State and maBENNETT ELECTRIC jor in Liberal Arts.
From

HALL - WOOTEN

fl. FRI -111MMIL”

Chibcha Speight and Mike Callihan both seniors, were chosen
Mr. and Miss MS in a popular
vote taken Thursday. February 16
among the Fulton High students
and teachers. The other nominees
were Susan Allison and Terry
Beadles, freshmen; Phyllis Pigue
and Tom Germaine. sophomores;
Wanda Cash and Kenneth Bradley, juniors.
Ophella takes part in many
school activities. She is presently
serving as president of Future
Nurses Club and secretary-trea-

cky

EVERYTHING GOES - - - NOTHING HELD BACK - - - NOTHING RESERVED - - ALL SALES FINAL!

ADVERTISED
WE ARE HONOR BOUND NOT TO PUBLISH THE SALE PRICES AT WHICH OUR NATIONALLY
MERCHANDISE WILL BE SOLD - - - BUT - - - WE ASSURE YOU THAT YOU WILL SAVE UP TO 75q, ON THOUSANDS
HAS
OF QUALITY ITEMS - - - EVERY SINGLE ITEM AT HALL - WOOTEN IS DRASTICALLY CUT IN PRICE - - - NEVER
AREA
PRICES BEEN REDUCED WITH SUCH RECKLESS ABANDON - - - NEVER AGAIN WILL THE PEOPLE OF THIS
HAVE A CHANCE TO ATTEND SUCH A VALUE PACKED SALE!

OPEN TILL 8:00 P. M. THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY - - MARCH 2nd - 3rd & 4th.
SAVE PLENTY ON THESE NATIONALLY KNOWN BRANDS AS LISTED BELOW ARROW - - ALLIGATOR - - MERIT - - CURLEE - - PIONEER - - NUNN BUSH - - FORTUNE JARMAN -. EGERTON - - HYDE
- PARK - - JOCKEY - - PORTO - - PEDS - - COOPER - - RESISTA L CHAMP - - STETSON - - JERKS - - BERKRAY - - TIMELY - INTERWOVEN - - MAYFIELD - - ENRO - - LEE - - BLUE BELL- - BATCHLER FRIEND - - SHEILDS - - E & W - - MARK - 'KAHN AND MANY OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS - - BE HERE AND BE PREPARED TO SAVE!
rinstilidillIMINIMIICIMMISSIONSIROMISMIER011111111111111111111111111111111111111111191111111111111111111111111111111111111111dgERIMIND

•, •

These Are Just A Few Of The Tremendous Bargains You'll Find At HALL - WOOTEN Sale!
La
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
FAMOUS BRAND
FAMOUS BRANDS

DRESS SUITS
$8a00" $12.88 - $16.88 SPORTS SHIRTS
$1.97 to $5.97
FAMOUS BRAND
99c
$6.95 to $14.95 Val.
300 SUITS TO
ZIPPER JACKETS

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer Is one
best terthnontaL That le
why we ere yes feet. efficient. technical service sad
low rates on TV resales. it
all adds-up to saving you
money!
Antennae (metalled

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

ALL SIZES

1

I

BE SOLD

VALUES TO $5.00

DRESS SHIRTS
$1.79
AU Sizes — All Colors

HALL - WOOTEN MEN'S STORE
FULTON, KY,

NEXT DOOR TO K. U. OFFICE
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First District
Tourney Underway

Obion Court Elated Over Prospects Of
Funds From Property Re-Evaluation
"All in all, I was well pleased
with the action of the court."
Obion County Judge Dan McKinspeca
following
nis said
ial session of the quarterly court.
And he may well have been.
•
Almost all action he and the
Budget and Finance committee
had worked out and recommended
had been adopted in the court's
•
two-hour session.
The court voted to re-evaluate
all property within the county and
to provide additional funds requested by the educational and
road departments. A final action
saw the court vote to instruct
State Rep. Milton Hamilton to
seek state legislation empowering
the county court magistrates to
elect a county tax assessor, rather
than have the assessor elected by
popular vote.
Joyner's
Magistrate Clifford
motion that the court re-evaluate
all property in the county passed
by a 34 yes vote, with 2 court
Members abstaining.
Commenting on the re-evaluation of all county property, Mr.
Joyner said today that the members of the court have known for
some time that the present evaluation of county property is neither fair nor equitable. He said he
could prove with out a doubt that
present assessrdents will vary a
great deal over the county. He said

Jack 0. Gray
To Get District
Highway Office
Henry Ward. commissioner of
highways, today announced the
appointment of principal engineering personnel to handle design, construction and maintenance for the district offices of the
Department of Highways.
Their appointment is a phase of
tiv., reorganization of the departinent into 12 districts which is to
become effective on March 1.
The newly appointed principal
assistant district engineers will
have responsibilities in one of the
following fields, Mr. Ward said:
design, planning and right of way;
construction, materials and research; or, maintenance, traffic
and equipment.
By districts, the new principal
assistants and their jobs are:
District 1 (Paducah)—Jack 0.
Gray, principal assistant district
engineer for design. planning and
right of way; S. H. Andrews, principal assistant 'district engineer
for construction, materials and reSearch; G. F. Walker, principal assistant district engineer for maintenance, traffic and equipment.
District 5 (Louisville)—T. T.
Thornberry, design, planning and
right of way; Woodrow Bernard,
construction, materials and research; It. 0. Surgener, maintenance. traffic and equipment.

some property is evaluated as low
as 2 percent while other property
is evaluated at over 25 percent of
the full value.
Mr. Joyner said a lot, evaluated
at $100, recently was sold for $3,500. He cited two homes of approximately the same value and
said that one was assessed at $9,000 while the other was asSessed
at $2,000.
He said he 'anew oi two farms,
of similar-type land, where one
owner is paying 27 cents an acre
while the other is paying $1.89 an
acre.
Mr. Joyner said he believes
most of the people in the county
will not object to the re-evaluation of property because most people want to pay their fair share of
the tax burden. He said the relower many
evaluation would
raising
citizens' taxes while
others.
Mr. Joyner said he felt if the
county property were now fairly
assessed the county court would
have ample money with which to
operate. He said the value of
county property is now set at
$23 million and he predicted that
after re-evaluation that figure
would be hiked by millions of dollars.
County citizens, other than
Union Citians, now pay $3.15 cents
per $100 evaluation, while in
Union City the rate is $2.98.

Hays Bryan Is
Honored With
Dinner At KU

Four of our student teachers from Murray exhibit their main teaching interests: Bill Taylor, (football); Herman Reed, (basketball);
Richard Thomas, (English Literature); and Eddie iVeekwert. (typing). Norma Owen, (Physics) was not available for the picture

Five Murray Seniors Student Teach
In Various Fulton High Classes
Fr.. Th. IRIS

ALIIINXIL"

As everyone has probably noticed, there are several student
teachers around the campus this
semester. They are: Herman Reed.
Bill Taylor, Alton Thomas, Norma Owens, and Eddie Weckwert,
who all hail from Murray State
College.
Herman Reed, 23 years of age,
is assisting Coach Caddas in physical education and basketball.
and comes from Dyersburg, Tennessee, where he attended the
high school there. During his four
years in high school, he played
football, was a member of the Key
Club, treasurer of the Student
Council, and Vice-President of
his Senior Class. While at Murray
College, he played basketball, and
Is a member of the M-Club.
Bill Taylor, who also assists
Coach Caddas is from Evansville.
Indiana, and is 22 years old. He
attended Bosse High in Evansville,
and played football and basketball
both at Murray. Bill is married
and has a little girl named Kim.
Alton Thomas, an English Lit.
major from Murray State, comes
from Belfast, Maine, and is 25
years old. He attended both Cros-

by High in Belfast, and Morse
High in Bath, Maine. At Murray
he is a member of the Creative
Writing and Veterans Club. Mr.
Thomas is married to Carolyn
Collier from South Fulton.
Norma Owens, who is a Fulton
High graduate, is 21 years old,
and is assiaiing Mr. Martin in
physics class. While at Fulton
High, Norma was on the Annual
Staff, in the bind, Honor. Society,
and in the FilTure Nurses Club.
Helping Mr. Jackson out in
typing is Eddie Weckwert, a 21
year old Murray student. Eddie
hails from
Detpoit, Michigan
where he attended Pershing High.
While in high school he was a
member of the football squad and
vice-president of the student coun_
cil. Other than Murray State, Eddie attended Highland Park for
tWo years. While there he was
Vice-President of Student Council at Murray he served on the
Intra-Mural Committee and belongs to A. T. 0. Fraternity.
These student teachers all agree
that we have a nice friendly
campus and are cooperative and
enthusiastic in our school. Also
each plans to make teaching their
career.

A company party honoring
Hays Bryan was held in the K. U.
auditorium at Fulton Monday
night. February 27th. The K. U.
employees from Hickman, Clinton, and Fulton attended.
After a bar-b-q dinner, Mr.
Bryan gave a brief account of his
different experiences since starting to work in 1921. He first went
to work in 1921 clearing the right
of way between Fulton and Hickson, Mrs. Moss Green, Gerald
man for a transmission line, then
Greer, Mrs. Flora Redman, W. H.
helped rebuild the ice plant at
Wells and Glayds Allen all of
Hickman, which was then owned
Fulton; Mrs. Arnold Work and
by Kentucky Utilities Company.
The following persons were Mrs. Harold Sheridon both of
From Hickman, he went to Midpatients in the Fulton hospitals Dukedom; Mrs. Billy Rogers Hardlesboro, Ky. to help in building 'Wednesday morning.
ris Station; Mrs- Joe Carol Moss,
another ice plant for K. U. He
McConnell; Mts. Roy Anderson,
FULTON HOSPITAL
then returned to Fulton to go to
J. 0. Lewis, H. E. Boyd. Willie Wingo; J. C. Jackson, Watet Valwork in the power plant in Augley;
Mrs. Mary Vanover and J. W.
Homra, Aubrey Tucker, Mrs. Ruth
ust, 1923. He worked here until
Williamson, Artie Robey, Mrs. Stanfield both of Clinton.
the plant shut down about 1928
Mike Fry. Mrs. Martin Nall and
and Fulton was connected to the
'JONES HOSPITAL
Freelan Johnson all of Fulton;
Kentucky Utilities system by a
arah Jane Hicks, Jack Underwood,
Marshall Grissom, Mrs. Karl
transmission line from Paducah,
Mrs. Mary Floyd and Louis Jones Kimberlin, Harry Shupe, Lee Sills,
Ky. He then worked as temporary
all of Fulton Route 1; Mrs. Dewitt Mrs. J. W. Shepherd, Tom Arringemployee operating ice plants in
Ramsey, Fulton Route 2; Will Mc- ton and Mrs. Marvin White all of
Clinton and Hickman. In 1933, Mr.
Dade and Louis Burke both of Fulton; Roger
Dale
Cashion,
Bryan returned to Fulton to work
Fulton Route 3: Mrs. 011ie Puck- Dukedom: Westley Brame, Water
at the K. U. sub-station doing
ett, Wingo Route 1; Danny Car- Valley; John Napier, Union City;
switching and service work until
ter and Mrs. Oscar Rhodes both of Fred Griffith, Palmersville.
the Fulton District Line Crew was
Water Valley Route 2; Manus Wilformed in 1947. He has remained
liams, South Fulton; Mrs. C. M.
in this department until his reHornsby, Hickman; Charlie Stephtirement, February 28, 1961.
ens, Oakton; Mrs. Marvin Dew,
Mr. Anderson, District Manager,
Union City; Walter Scott and J.
made some remarks of appreciation to Mr. Bryan for his long and M. McKernon both of Mayfield;
By 1 ynn Bushart
— PHONE 12 —
Mrs. Onie Farmer, Clinton; Mr.
faithful Service with the comFre.., Th. FRS 'TIEN/CILand Mrs. Grover Burkett, Mrs.
pany, especially for his efforts in
Fred O'Neal all of Clinton Route
In home economic you study
helping to train new employees to
1; Paul Hollingsworth, Clinton seven
be servicemen and linemen.
principle areas: housing.
Route 2.
child care, clothing, foods, manMr. W. T. Hinkle, Line Foreman
agement, health, and family rewho has been Mr. Bryan's superNOW THRU SATURDAY
HILLYIEW HOSPITAL
lationships. Each of these areas is
visor for the past fourteen years,
Mrs. Hampton Hillard, A. E. continued in three
DOUBLE FEA'TURE!
presented him with a complete
years of home
Campbell, Lawrence Matthews, ec. For instance,
fishing outfit from the company
in the first year
Mrs. George Hatter, Freda Simp- you take the child
from 1-6, secemployees.
Games were enjoyed throughout one daughter, Virginia, one grand- ond year from 6-12, and in the
the evening with everyone wish- son. Richard, 10, and a nephew, third year you usually take the
ing Hays many more enjoyable Tommy, 8, who has made his child up until ready for marriage.
Each home economics student
years.
home with Mr. and Mrs. Bryarr
can be a member of the Future
Mr. Bryan is married and has since he was five weeks old.
Homemakers of America. This is
giooll
a national club to which homeeiniirmitamerrini);::unissiiestiirlessenstmantaismi"BlimmYllillolmiir"r171111
making students all over the
United States belong. Belonging to
this
club provides the privilege of
'1
CFMONIACAL3 r.working on a degree. There are
t
AL1
DIABOUC
three degrees to be received: the
junior. chapter, and state. Each of
UNEARTHLY!
announces the opening Saturday March 4 of
these degrees is a work of personittlimv.”
al achievemeqt.
Each year every home cc. stuGEORGE SANDERS
dent has a home project. This proBARBARA SHEUR •ik''' .
ject is chosen to help her become
,ryiS
a better individual and home
member.
Located in the Singer Sewing Center
The home economics department is also responsible for guidMain Street
Fulton, Ky.
ing younger children in choosing
the right foods to eat when eating
in the school cafeteria.
Through the study of home economics I have become a stronger
Custom
Made
Hats a Specialty
UNDAV THRU WEDNESDAY
school, community
and home
member. I have learned part of
Ready-made hats, moderately priced
the skills of cooking and sewing,
VARIETY IS THE
which I had done very little of
SPICE OF LOVE!
before.

Home Ec. Students
Study Various Areas

Kellena Durbin

tym titg

4'01111
elk411
‘,4;" JIZ

Olga

"THE GRUS

KELLENA'S HAT SHOP

REGISTER FOR A DOOR PRIZE SATURDAY:

IN-TECHNICOLOR!

We have complete stocks

a lovely Spring hat.

Dayton V-Belts

ALSO see our wonderful values in Spring

for HOME and FARM
Machines

162tros ISMS"
asmarr
hONOXIMIMPON •511111111111111111111MIUt NSW

Fund Borrowed
To Operate Troy,
South Fulton
The Obion county court has approved a motion by Magistrate
Frank Ray of Union City that it
borrow $43,000 for maintenance of
the new Obion County Central
High school at Troy and the new
school at South Fulton. and an additional $35,000 for county roads
arid highways.
The vote came shortly before
noon. The added funds would be
borrowed against anticipated revenues.
The vote came shortly after C.
D. Parr. superintendent of county schools, told the court'
"We win get along with whatever funds you decide to give us.
But if you want a first - rate
school (at Troy) it is going to cost
you."

ROM

TIM

pHs

-111F.,0411

If you dee Ladd Stokes walking
around with a bottle of milk in
his hand, think nothing of it. I)a
to a series of mishaps which start
ed in the fifth grade, Ladd is trs Mg to build up the calcium in hi,
bones.
When Ladd fell while playing
"Wolf over the River" with his
classmates at South Fulton and
broke his left little finger, he
thought little of it. But as the
following events occurred he began to worry. When in the sixth
grade at Terry Norman. he broke
Iris ankle and his left index finger. While playing baseball the
next summer, he broke his right
little finger and his right ring
finger
In changing schisils, Ladd eon tinned to carry hp hard luck with
him. During the football season.
he broke his right index finger,
and in playing basketball, he
broke his left ring finger.
Advancing to the eighth grade,
Ladd found himself with a broken
nose and two broken ribs after a
football game. The next summer,
Dare IV Broke again!!l
his right little finger was broken
ture yet during the baseball seatwice.
Later, things 'tasked encourag- son he broke his right little fining as he was successful in en- ger. Ladd came out of the te ith
during the entire basketball and grade basketbill •s.ason with •
football seasons without one frac- broken wrist. ON COMMISSION!
Charles E. Wiigrii. a prominent
farmer of Fulton County ha.s been
named as a member of the Soil
and Water Resources Commission
to fill the unexpired term of
Travis Slayden of Clinton. He
will Serve the Soil and Water Resoures area which includes thirteen ccninties in the First District.
Wright has served thirteen years
as .chairman of the board of supervisors of Fulton County Soil
Conservation District.
MULE DAY MARCH 11
Lowes' Silo annual Aiule and
Trade Day will be held Saturday
March 11th, and will also be a
horneeiming event for former
residents of this Northwest Graves
County community.

Although he managed to go
through the whole summer in
tact. once at a party while a girl
was chasing him, he toppled over
a dog pen, and pulled louse themuscles and ligaments on his
right arm.
And nmv, as a Junior, Ladd
finds himself hobbling around
again. this time with a broken
heel which he received In basketball practice.
Ladd is testing a method he
learned in health class, so just
ignore the glass of milk in his
hand His only comment on his
many mishaps was, "Although
baseball, basketball, and football
are great sports. for some people
they just don't pay off. But when
you like them as much as 1 do.
you just can't BREAK the habit!"

HOSPITAL NEWS

FULTON

iLLAO.E Of --NED

The First District Basketball
tournament began last .night
(Wednesday) at Clinton, with
Fulton City battling Fulton County in the only game of the first
round. Results were not known as
this issue went to prem.
The three other teams in the
tournament,
Carlisle
County,
Hickman Riverview, and Hickman
County, each drew byes and will
not see action until the second
round
Thursday
and
Friday
nights.
On Thursday night, the Carlisle
County Comets play the Riverview Cobras for a place in the
finals Saturday night.
On Friday night, the Hickman
County Falcons play the winner
of the Fulton City - Fulton County game for a chance at the finals.
All games are being played
play
in
the Hickman County High School
gyni in Clinton. with the tipoff
each night at 7:30 o'clock.
There are no reserved seats,
with tickets being sold at the door
on a first come, first served basis.
The gym seats 2.400.

Cadd Stokes, Well-Known Junior,
Endures Extensive Medical Record

fabrics that are now on display!

BENNETT
PHONE 201

ELECTRIC
FULTON

Be Our Guests
Every morning the WFUL"Live-Wire" - with the greatest concentrated Radio Audience, percentage-wise,in the whole Mid-South
- - brings you timely and important news of
this area.
Besides the regular news roundup, WF111._
seeks to serve its listeners in other ways. News
of road conditions, schools, disasters, special
events are provided whenever something of
interest is happening.
Be our Guest - - keep up with the Ken-Tenn
Area with the morning live-wire.It's the greatest news service of all.

112111TAIN WFUL
1270 On Your AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band
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Paris District
WSCS To Gather
On March 10th

Photographer Known
Here Gets Top Post

"lee.king Forward with Christ
in • Changing World" will be the
theme of the annual meeting of
the Paris District Woman's Society of Christian Service to be
held at First Methedist Church.
Murray, Ky., on Friday, March 10.
Guest speaker for the occasion
will be Mrs, Wayne Lamb of Paducah, Memphis Conference Secretary of Christian Social Relations. Dr. and Mrs. Lamb haVe recently returned
from a trip
abroad, which included a visit to
the Holy Land, and to Korea,
where they
took part In an
evangelistic program at Ewha
College.
Also on the program will be a
memorial service for members
over the district who have passed
away during the past year. Repbrts from local societies will be
given by each society president.
Lunch will be served at noon by
the host church for 75c, and the
nursery will be open during the
day. Registration will begin at
930 a. m.
All members of the Woman's
Society
of Christian Service
throughout Paris District are
urged to attend the meeting.

County Citizens
May Participate
In Blood Bank
Residents in any other county
may donate blood to the Hickman
County blood bank and participate in the Blood Bank no matter
to which hospital they are confined
Blood donated by any
member of the family also makes
eligible for participation in the
bank any member of the donors
family and the inlaws on both
sides.
One hundred and forty pints of
blood are needed to complete
Hickman County's total for the
year when the Red Cross blood
bank mobile unit of Nashville,
Tin. visits Clinton on Tuesday,
Marsh 7.
Community leaders have expressed complete satisfaction with
the operation of the blood bank
here. it provides free the blood
les'eled by all Hickman countinns
wherever they may be hospitalized There is ool.1. onrequirement—that the county as a whole
meet its yearly quota of donetion.a.
Dr. V A. Jackson and Dr H. E.
Titsworth, both Hickman County
physicians. in a joint statement
said, -We know of no other one
thing that means more to the
health and well being of (air community than this blood bank."
"The blood available from this
bank is from the most reliable
source known." the statement
continued. "It far exceeds transfusions obtained locally, having
been tested and proved by equipment and techniques not readily
available in Hickman County."
THREE CHEERS!
Cheerleaders for the South Fulton Junior High for 1961 have
been elected as follows. Eighth
grade---Mary Fields, Karen Friclds
and Sherry Green; Seventh grade
—Judy Adams and Sherry Brockwell. Pamela Green was named
alternate.
FULTON CITIZENS BEWARE!
Something exciting is going to
happen at the South Fulton
School! All the men that have
been called be sure and be present
at the South Fulton School, Friday
night at 7:00.-

Paul KAAOOW

Wile/ Jaycee

A Mayfield peitiait and commercial photogeipher has been
elected president of the Kentucky
Professional Ph..t.,eraphera' Association.
Kenneth Wells is the new president of the assus.ation, succeeding
Walter Craig of Louisville.
Some 200 peroms attended the
three-day convention at Kentucky
Hotel,
Mr. Wells, who has operated
Wells Studio in Mayfield for
about 20 years, moves up from
first vice-president. He is a former director of the Mayfield High
School band, and a native of
Campbellsville, Ky.

Award

Mayfield Postoffice
Ti Get Alterations
Fl r s t Disrtiet
Congressman
Frank A. Stubblefield wired the
Mayfield Messenger from Washington that the General Services
Administration has awarded an
architectural engineering contract
for alterations extensions and repairs to the Mayfield post office.
Lee Potter Smith and Associates
of Paducah was awarded the contract.

Professor Edmondson
Speaks at Banquet
The Park Terrace Restaurant
was the scene of the fifth annual
KENNEL Banquet on Saturday,
Bill Bennett Receives Jaycee Honor
February 25, at 6'30 p. m.
provided
the
audience
with
a
reThose attending included KENHARVEY CALDWELL-port from external vice-President NEL staff members. annual staff
(Continued from Pacts One)
John R. Lawson and internal members, class officers, faculty
The
Distinguished
Service vice-President James Butts, both members, and special guests.
outlining
the tremendous calendez
The tables were attractively
was
Award
presented by Jaycee
l'ast-President Richard Thomp- of activities that this organization decorated with bouquets of flowson to Bill Bennett, an employee has been engaged in during the ers and placecards.
After a delicious dinner of roast
of the Harvey Caldwell Company. past year. (See edi.orial, page 2
beef, potatoes, green vegetable,
The Jaycee "Outstanding Young this issue).
rolls, cobbler, and iced tea,
hot
Man" award, following the annual
The concluding portion of the
vote of the membership, was be- action-packed program eas a Thomas Carney, master of Cerestowed by State Vice-President hard-hitting address by George S. monies. took over the program.
He introduced Mr. Paul WestJames Butts to Jimmy Young, Spence, Pre. lent of the TennesJaycee President and manager of see Jaycees, who brought an Ms. pheling, publisher of the Fulton
the local office of the Friendly spiting message of vitality, vigor 'County News, who in turn introFinance Company for his superb and ideas for Jaycees to use as duced the guest speaker, Mr. L. H.
Edmondson, the
director
of
leadership during the current their goals.
journalism at Murray State Colyear
Among the many visitors at the lege.
Other awards went to The Ful- Banquet were Jaycees from nearAfter an interesting speech, Mr.
ton News, Radio Station WFUL, ly every neighboring Club.
J. M. Martin, principal, presented
The City National Bank John SulThe Fulton Jaycee Club is one the Citizenship Awards.
livan, recent President of the many current
honors, will be' the
Fulton Chamber of Commerce, host club
for the Summer State
Carnet! howland, Harold Hender- Board meeting
to be held here in
son and The Fulton Leader. These July. Also
on the local planning
awards were for service and co- board is a
revival of the annual
operation during the past year.
Fulton County Fair, planned for
Jimrny-Cheatham, a 213 pound
C. D. Jones. Toastmaster, also Fulton probably
in July or August. tackle on the
FRS football team,
- - — was recently awarded honorable
E. Walker of the Animal Science mention on the Sporting News
Dept. also. M. E. Marisfield will Magazine's All American team.
talk on Causes of Lamb Losses The team consists of grid stars
and Suggested Prevention. Mr. from all over the United States,
Lewis will bring out some new and is picked by members of the
experimental data on Early Wean- Sporting News staff.
ing and Lamb Management InJimmy, a senior who maintains
termission at 10:40.
a "B" average scholastically, has
lettered
for the last three years on
F. C. Hinds will report on Lamb
Feeding Trials at Dixon Springs the grid team. He was also named
and 'Pastures' will be discussed to the WKC All-Star Team. the
by G. E. McKibben. The all im- Kentucky All-State First Team,
With NA PIC(Olt
portant factor in the sheep busi- and the All-Southern Team.
He has also been asked to play
AndedonniA
Mbnis Gond
ness 'Synchronized Breeding and
in the East-West Kentucky game
The annual Sheep Field Day Management' will be related by which will be played in August.
will be held at the Dixon Springs, Mr. H. A. Cate After Mr. H. G.
Russell gives hi., ideas on 'Wool
Illinois Experimental Station at
Girls Pass Math Tests:
Hobbs, Illinois Wednesday Febru- and Lamb Pools—Their value to
Scarlet Turner, Dortha Duke
ary 15. This meeting is open to all producers' there will be a question
sheeprnen and agriculture work- period and then lunch will be ser- and Brenda McKeel have satisved
at
the
station.
outline
ers in the area. Here is an
factorily passed two mathmatics
of the days activities.
The afternoon session will con- tests given by Mr. Charles Jacksist
of
a
toter
of
the
sheep
barns
son in accordance with the Naunder
way
gets
program
The
with a Welcome by Mr. J. M. an will begin at the Feed Mill at tional Office Management AsLewis, Supt. of the station, fol- 1:00 p. m. with G. F. Cmarik. Mr. sociation which has an office in
lowed at 940 by U. S. Garrigus, of Lewis will then explain the dis- Paducah. The Fulton winners, acthe Animal Science Dept. of the play of 'Rams of the Breeds- companied by Mr. Jackson, will
University of Illinois who will Lambs from these Crosses'. Mr. H. attend a banquet in Paducah with
discuss 'Changes in the Sheep A. Cate will return on the scene other high school winners and be
Situation'. 'Management Practices with Lamb Feeding Practices fol- eligible to compete for cash prizes
That Lead To A Successful Sheep lowed by 'Winter EWE Feeding' and office equipment.
Enterprise' will follow by Mr. D. by F. C. Hinds. T. E. Lauderdale
and M. E. Manifield will panel on
WU' 'Lambs Management Skills'.
The
meeting will close at 3:00 p. m.
Charles David Scribner, infant
with Benny Doane demonstrating
son of Jerry and Mary Latham
Crotching. Fitting and Blocking.
Scribner died February 28 at the

Fulton High Tackle
Makes All-American

F.H.A. Presents
Fulton City Schools On Last Lap
Talent Exhibit
Of Interior Improvement Program
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TT. FISs •MENNEL"

In the past few months, FHS
has undergone a great change in
her interior. The largest of the
projects, made possible through a
recent bond issue, is the complete
reworking of the science laboratory according to the plans outlined by the Division of Buildings
and Grounds and the Department
of Instruction. Included in the
project is the extension of the
laboratory through the walls of
an adjoining room and the conversion of this room into a storage room. Scientific equipment
has been purchased to enrich the
program and meet the requirements of the National Defense Education Act.
NOTEBOOK—

(Contmaed /rola Pape Ones
symbol of their opposition. Same
of my political adversaries think
I would not serve them Well and
they are entitled to that opinion
however untrue it may be.
Now the other side of the hedger
is a different and far more important matter indeed. Mary Jo
and R. Paul and Paul need me
much more than any General Assembly could possibly need me.
While I have the finest staff in the
world at the radio station, and
they are willing to assume any
tasks I impose upon them, nonetheless the station management is
my responsibility. Moreover, I
have had such fun these past few
months joining
wholeheartedly
with all of you in doing those little things that are important in
building a fine image of the communities we serve. Within recent
weeks I have been doing more
writing and editing at the News
and I love the smell of printer's
ink and the fascination of the

Babb Takes Over
Math Department
ROM TIED FIMI •WITTEL.
•

A wonderful "hide-away" has
been provided for the KENNEL
and annual staffs on the first floor
of VHS. Also, Mrs. DeMyer teaches her sewing class in complete
quiet now since the old noisy floor
has been rebuilt and raised.
Mr. Jackson looks forward to
the day when he will hear thirty
typewriter bells, and addition of
thirteen machines. This is made
possible by the extension of the
commerce room through the walls
of an adjacent room, a distance
of some eight or nine feet.
There has been an addition of a
department of metals in the shop
building, with the equipment
necessary to include this in the
cyrriculum.

Sales Of Dark
Fired At Murray,
Mayfield Close
Final sales for dark fired tobacco for which support prices
will be made available will be
held on Friday. March 3, 1961, at
Murray and Mayfield, Kentucky,
according to Holmes Ellis, General Manager of the Western Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
Sales Were also scheduled for
Monday, February 27th, both
markets. Seasons sales to date
total 8,372,002 pounds at $41.67
. . . the highest sales average in
history. The crop is estimated at
9,000,000 pounds.
printed word.
Besides the duties to my family
and our communities something
else looms larger in my mind than
everything else. The bitterness of
the recenigubernatorial campaign
in which I participated alienated
me from some people whose
friendship I did not want to lose.
I did though and I shall pray that
someday I can re-establish those
friendships. I agree with the person who said to me: "Jo, you're
in the kind of business that creates a certain number of enemies
without trying. You have the courage of your convictions and sometimes your convictions are not always the popular ones. But to engage in a political campaign is a
sure fire way. to make enemies
whatever stand you take." That is
for sure. And I am the greatest
living authority on the subject.

Fulton High School has added to
its teaching staff, a new math instructor, Mr. Ronnie Babb, a 1960
graduate of Murray State College.
Mr. Babb and his wife Jane
are both natives of Mayfield, Kentucky. In high school in Mayfield,
Mr. Babb was a versatile athlete,
being active in football, basketball, and baseball. He also participate in several clubs—Key
Club, Kiwanis Club, Choir, Drama
Club, and Debate Team. Math
The decision not to run for
was his favorite subject in high
_representative is not my swan
school.
song as far as my interest in
Upon graduating from high
things governmental is concerned.
school in 1955, Mr. Babb attended
It's just that I am going to join
Vanderbilt University at Nashthe hordes of people who believe
ville, Tennessee, for 2 years. Here
in good government and will work
he also played football and was an
hard for it, without incurring the
active Sigma Chi.
animosity of too many people.
After \Tandy, Mr. Babb entered Sounds like old age creeping upon
Murray State College. At Murray, me and if it is I'm going to
enjoy
he was a key football player and it.
served as co-captain during his
last yar ..He also served as vice
I had to laugh at the delegation
president- of an athletic organiza- who called on me who said: "If
tion, the M Club. His majors were you run you'll find out how many
math and English.
friends you've got." I told them if
This is Mr. Babb's first time to I did run I might find out how
teach, so Fulton High sends a many, or how few friends I have.
hearty "Welcome".
and I'd rather go on not learning
that statistic.

—
In closing I'd like to assure you
(Continued [rem Page 1)
of one thing. Whoever is elected
"In order to qualify for some of
I hope that they will realize that
these benefits, we must make some
they are elected as representative
minor changes right now. We
from two counties and will give
must be prepared to do what is re- their equal
attention to all the
quired for aid which will help us, people they
serve. I have enough
the Twin Cities, help our families
faith in the people around us to
and friends. Make this our beautiknow that whoever is elected will
ful hometown along with making
do just that and I wish them
it a progress-Mt town.
luck. Please know however. that
"Fulton is...working on federal I am not putting away the weahousing and tieban renewal. South pons for any battle that might enFulton just completed a beautiful sue for the good of our communiremodeling job on their city hall ties. I am only going to make betHillview Hospital. He was born and are
now remodeling and add- ter use of the instruments God
Tuesday morning, February 28 ing on to
their high school."
gave us for building friendship.
and lived only a few hours.
Graveside services were held
timnrmirrtirimilicomPurrri,!!inli:,Tr:ntr^",1","77virMall
at 1:30 March 1 at Mt. Ararat
Church near Union City

COMMERCIAL LAYER TYPE

SEED POTATOES
ONION SETS
BULK GARDEN SEED
PACKET FLOWER SEED

There Seems to be something in
this meeting for every sheepman
and 1 would urge every stieepman
to make special effort to attend
this eery important field meeting.

RED CROSS—
(Continued from Page I)
Omar, through Red Cross, notifiee
the Base and obtained a transfer
for the WAC to a Military Hoipital. These are but a few ex
amples of the cases that Mrs
Omar worked with through Bee
Crone.
The local chapter also aided it
many "hardluck" cases, such at
obtaining food and a night's lodging.
Fulton will be called on agait
tleginning March 6th for suppor'
to the Red Cross. Once again the
will
discover
that
"GOOI
THINGS HAPPEN WHEN YO1
HELP".
Volunteer workers who wil
canvass the Commercial District o
Fulton are:
Louis Waks, Bud Davis, R. W
Burrow, Pete Hayes, Jim Huffine
Charles Pawlukiwicz, Guy Fr)
Rodny Miller, Lewis Sizzle, Di
J. L. Jones, Foad Homra,
Also Bertes Pigue, Thad Eager
Bobby Scates, Charles Reams, .1
D. Hales, Frank Beadles, J. R. Hogan, Charles Andrews, John Jo,
Campbell. Ernest Fall.
Also Joe Tress, Harry Reams
Jimmy Young, James Warren
Orian Winstead, H. H. Bugg, Ern
est McCollum, Win Whituel, Bil
Adams, Hugh Fly, I... M. Mc
Bride,
Mrs. Morgan Omar is chairman
of the residential section and ad•
vises that captains can pick uj
their material on Monday morn.
ing at the Kentucky Utilitie
building.
Residential team captains an
as follows:
West Fulton: Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr
captain; Mrs. Milton Callihan, Co.
captain. Highlands: Mrs. Law
rence Yates, captain. East Fulton'
Mrs. James Mann, captain. Country Club Courts: Mrs. J. L. Jones
Jr., captain. Fair Heights: Mrs
Raymond Williams, captain.

C of C

Charles D. Scribner

BABY CHICKS

THE INS 'KENNEL-

The F. H. A. presented their
yearly talent show on Wednesday
February 22.
"Sir" James sarignt sang a sob
called "The Hunting Song", accompanied at the piano by "Maestro" Bob Anderson. Rita Thompson played the part of the housekeeper.
Linda Warren pantomimed the
"American Boy" record.
The -charleston dancers, Clet.
Beggs, Julia Woods, Wanda Cash
Joyce Owens. and Kay Morris
danced to the record "Ale-standee!
Rag Time Band".
Cathy Campbell tap danced te
"Bason Street Ball".
Danny Carver and Joyce Owen'
Presented a humorous pantominie
to the song "My Girl".
A fashion exhibition was presented by the third year Home
Economics class._
The majorettes, Ophelia Speight
Sheri Elliott, Elaine Beggs, an(
Martha DeMyer, twirled to i military record.
The
well-known
Ken-Tenr
Trio, composed of Jimmy Clark
Bill Griffith, and Aaron_ Hawks
played three rock and roll numbers.
. Don Reed presented a_clarine'
solo called "Birth of the Blues"

WEST KENTUCKY

Come to the

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE
•

MOM All CONDITIONED

• RAE PARKIN*
• FREI TV IN EVERY ROOM
• 3 PINE RESTAURANTS
• CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
• ISM FEET FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT
• COMPLETELY REMODELED

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Bich, True
Bourbon

FULL QUART $5.00

MEAT HOG CARCASS

CONTEST

5th .....
Pint ..
% Pint

Mayfield, Kentucky

Fairgounds

(4 Years Old)

1

MARCH 24 - 27

4-16-4 Plant Bed special fertilizer, plus a complete
line of field seed, clover, grasses and fertilizers for
every need. SEE:

11COT11. 11,1111/•111
Msg. 1111,

Entries Close March 22 For Official Premium flat Rules
and Regulations, See or Write
Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - 44.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pints $1.50

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
Phone 399

S. Fulton

AGENCY

OF

THE

FAMOUS

BELL, TAVERN

Hickman Co. - Agent.

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERAVE SERVICE

JOHN H. VAUGHAN

HOINk

1.0,0411
l••.2111

Re And
HIRAM

Cron? qtraIgbt 14wirben

WIII•S•• 4 YOms 055

WALKER & SONS. NC.. PEORIA ILL.

Clinton, Ky.

.
If ATURiNG
OIMICOAL 111101•40 Set CI MT IFS
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Bushart and Warren Win Awards

Lee Anie Brown
MIES
Mrs. Lee Arnie McClanahan
molimiummlismomm Brown,
rms -Itaratzt59, wife of C. N. Brown,
well known Crutchfield farmer,
Miss Lynn Bushart and Hal
Jess Harper Woodard died
February 23 at 7:20 a. m at
the rea Warren, both seniors, were

year; and track for the past three

ROM TeX

Jess Harper Woodard, 76, 11lilois Section foreman, died February 22 about 9 p. m at his home
at Harris Station, Tenn.
Coroner Barry White of Union
City stated that "death was due
•e) a self-inflicted gunshot wound."
According to the investigators,
',fr. Woodard shot himself in the
•hroat with a .410 gauge shotgun.
us wife was at home but had
dready gone to bed when she
vas awakened by the shot.
Mr. Woodard, who had been an
‘mploye of the Illinois Central
.ailroad for the past 40 years. was
ipparently in good health, both
-nentally and physically, and no
,eason for the act could be learn41. He lived in an Illinois Central
'muse on the railroad property at
Harris.
He was born in Hickman Coon'y, Kentucky on April 12, 1884 the
;on of the late Monroe and Fanhie
:lamer Woodard.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
la Trevathan Woodard; • dau;titer, Mrs. Paul Bynum; a grand;on, Billy Bynum and two great
tranddaughters. Mrs. Mary Roblets, nurse at Fulton Hospital, is a
;ister-in-law of the deceased.
Funeral services were held at 2
i. m. February 24 at the Whitnel
Funeral Home, with Rev. Kenneth Beecham officiating. Burial
vas in the Clinton City cemetery.
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the Fulton hospital, following
long illness.
She was born May 2, 1902 in
Hickman County, Kentucky and
lived in the Crutchfield community all her life. She was the daughter of the late Joseph Henry
and Dessie Kimbro McClanahan.
Mrs. Brown was a member of
the Crutchfield Primitive Baptist
Church.
Besides her husband, she leaves
a son, Gene Sons of Crutchfield
and a daughter, Marjorie Sons of
Crutchfield; four brothers, J. W McClanahan, Virgil McClanahan,
John McClanahan and Lon McClanahan, all of Crutchfield and a
sister, Mrs. C. S. Ferguson of Clinton.
Funeral services for Mrs. Brown
were held at 2 p. m. February 25
at the Crutchfield
Methodist
Church. Rev. J. F. McMinn officiated.
Burial was in Rock Springs
cemetery.

cipients of the KENNEL's Citizenship Awards this year. The awards
were presented to them at the
fifth annual KENNEL banquet
held Saturday, February 25, at the
Park Terrace at 6:30 p. m.
Principal J. M. Martin presented
the trophies to the two winners.
The awards were based on scholand g'eneral
astic, leadership,
citizenship abilities. Both Hal and
Lynn are active in school activities and hold high scholastic
standings
Lynn has been an active member of the Future Homemakers of
America during the last three
years. She served as Parliamentarian in her junior year, and now
holds the office of president. She
has earned the Junior and Chapter FHA Degrees, and is now
working toward her State Degree.
To earn this, she is writing various articles on home economic,
During her junior year, Lynn
was elected to the Quill and Scroll
and National Honor Societies.
She has held a position on the
KENNEL staff during all four
Kenny Hershel (Bruno) Brew- years of high school. Presently
ington, 66, Browder Milling Com- she is serving as advertising manpany employe for many years, ager.
died at 3:25 a. m. February 26 at
Lynn has won two monograms
the Hillview hospital following a for her honor roll standing. In
short illness.
1960, she also was the recipient of
He was born in Hardin County, the Fulton High Award.
Termessee, the son of the late
She is an activei member of the
Abraham Brewington. He was a advertising department of the 1961
World War I veteran,
G-r-r-rowl, Fulton High Annual.
Survivors include two daughLynn has been a member of the
ters, Mrs. Aubrey Burns of Cayce, Fulton High Chapter of the FuMrs. Daisy Goodman of Savannah, ture Nurses Club of America. She
Tenn.; a son, Kenneth Brewing- plans a possible medical career.
ton of Mesa. Arizona; a sister,
She is a member of the First
Mrs. Eula Carter- of Chattanooga, Methodist Church of Fulton, and
Tenn., two brothers. George and has been an active worker in the
Elmer Brewington ot Savannah, Methodist Youth Fellowship since
Tenn., seven grandchildren, one the seventh grade.
great grandchild, four nieces and
Hal received an unusual honor
two nephews.
this year, when he was elected
Funeral services were held at 3 president in the Quill and
Scroll
p. m. February 27 at the Whitnel and National Honor Society,
both
Funeral Home, with Rev. Warner of which he has been a
member
Pafford. pastor of the Cayce for two years.
Methodist Church, officiating. BuHe also holds the coveted honor
rial was in Walnut Grove ceme- of membership in the
Bulldog
tery.
Club, a highly selective organizaActive pallbearers were: John D. tion of Fulton High
athletes.
McKinney, Tyrus McKinney,'Jack
He has participated in all three
Irvine, Frank Gibbs, John E. Bard, major sports: football for
two
and Sam Reed.
years; basketball in his junior
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In 1960, Hal was the local winner of the State essay contest on
"How Forest Conservation Benefits My Community".
Hal's
outstanding
scholastic
ability has been shown by his receipt of three monograms and the
Fulton High Award.
He has been • KENNEL staff
member for three years, serving
as managing editor and news editar. On the annual staff, Hal is
presently serving
as business
manager.
He has also held membership
in both the Conservation Club and
the 4-H Club for three years.
Hal is a member of the First
Baptist Church of Fulton, and is
active in both Sunday School and
Church work.
Both Hal and Lynn were chosen
by their classmates as "Best Jerry Lacewell. high-.coring member of the Fulton Bulldogs. shoots
School Citizens" in the Senior a free shot during the third quarter of the Fulton-Wing* basketball
mine. Lacewell made the shot. and Fulton won by the score of III-34
Who's Who this year.

Kenny Brewington

Tom George Neely

-44•111MIMMIW

Accurate
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years.

Tom George Neely, 68, resident
of Water Valley most of his life,
died suddenly of a heart attack
February 24 at his home in Louisville. The well known former
Graves countian had lived in Louisville for the past eight years. He
was a retired farmer.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. February 28 at the Bayou
de Chien Cumberland Presbyterian Church near Water Valley.
Bro. Bill Lowry and the pastor,
Rev. L. E. Moore, officiated.
Burial was in Camp Beauregard cemetery, under the direction
of Jackson Brothers of Dukedom.
He was born in Graves County,
Kentucky June 6. 1892 and was
engaged in farming most of his
life.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Cletie Neely; three sons, Norman
and William Neely of Louisville,
Bobby Neely of Nortonville, Ky.;
two brothers, John E. Neely and
Nelson Neely of Water Valley and
10 grandchildren.
Mrs. Gordon Rose of Fulton is
a sister-in-law of the deceased.

FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS
By

Karen Dublin

Well. It's tournament Woe again,
and Fulton High has really been
getting ready for the big game
Wednesday night. A short PM
rally was held at ODOM on Monday,
class compettltien
yells were
given during home room on 'Tuesday, and a really big pep rally
took place Wednesday afternoon.
The Bulldogs will meet the Fulton County Pilots In the first
game on Wednesday. March 1. at
7:30 p rn
The two rivals have won one
game apiece from each other. The
Pilots eased by the Bulldogs, 6157, on their home court back in
December. But it was a completely different picture on February
10, when the Bulldogs slaughtered
them, 72-51. The Bulldogs have a
higher rating that the Pilots, but
we aren't going to breathe easily
until that game is over"
If Fulton City wins on Wednesday, then we get a chance to meet
the
highly
favored
Hickman
County Falcons. To win this game
would be a real thrill for Fulton.

because the Falcons have beaten
us twice this year The winner of
that game will be eligible to meet
the winner of the Carlisle CountyHickman Riverview game, and is
assured of a trip to the regional
tournament at Murray State Colter, next week This is smother
thing that the Bulldogs really
want! So step aside. Pilots and
Falcons, cause the Bulldogs are
out to win!!!
The Fulton team closed out
their regular season play last
week, and both games were real
thrillers. On Tuesday night, the
Bulldogs lost a real hear-breaker
to the Ballard Memorial team.
61-59, in a sudden death overtime.
Then in their neat game. the
Big Blue grabbed the lead from
South Marshall in the opening
minutes of the (AMC, and held on
Merely to sin. 58-55 Jerry Lacewell, who has been an outstanding player all season. scored his
300th point in the opening niinute and received a thunderous
ovation. Ile went on to score 15
points during the game, a fitting
end to his home high school basketball career. Congratulations.
Jerry, for a real great performance. In fact. congratulations 10
the whole varsity and junior varsity teams Both have had an ex-

Seven Fulton High students attended a conference on various
medical professions. It was held
two weeks ago at Paducah Tilghman high school. Those attending
from Fulton. were: Charles Rice,
Ophelia Speight, Sandra Williams,
Lynn Bushart, and Chan Covington, all seniors, and Bill Leneave
and Warren Nenney, both juniors.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
M. W. Hawes and Mrs. Ward Bushart.
That seems to be all for this
week, but don't forget about the
Wednesday
tournament games
night and possibly Friday night.
Come on over to the Hickman
County grm and cheer the Bulldogs on to victory and the regional tournament!!
PLEDGES S. A. E.

Popular Gary Williamson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Williamson
of Fulton recently pledged Sigma
tremely good SIMMOO.
Alpha Epsilon fraternity at the
Carl Hurst, well-known Fulton University of Kentucky.
High senior, has applied for the
Elks Club Scholarship. This was
announced by Principal J. M
Martin on Tuesday. Good luck.
Carl, and we sure hope you get it.
The National Merit Scholarship
Test will be given on March 7,
The News is pleased to extend
and all juniors are eligible to take
It. It wIU be adminialered in the best wishes to the following perstudy hall by Mrs Bennett. FIIS sons on their birthdays,
March 2, Shirley Ann Johnson;
English teacher Those who qualify will be eligible for possible March 3, Howard Edwards, Mrs.
scholarships to the colleges of Em Griffin; March 4, Mrs. Roy
Latta, Joe Fagan, Mrs. J. D. Hoptheir choice
The KENNEL came out this kins; March 5, David Daniel. Mrs.
K.
M. Winston, Monroe Luther,
Monday morning and the staff is
really proud of it. We have work- Mrs. Edna Strange. Mrs. Harry
ed awfully hard on this Issue. and Shupe, Mrs. S. K Campbell;
now we can sit back and relax— March 8. Elvis Babb; March 7,
for at least a week!! The banquet Billy Covey, Harry B Elliott;
wai success with forty-four peo- March 8, Warren C. Graham, Mrs.
ple attending. A very inter,sting John Cavender. Mrs. Harvey Madspeech was given by Professor 1.. dox. W. Z. Cash. Richard Locke

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

H. Edmondson of Murray State
College
His topic was "Just
Around the Corner".
The Citiseriship Awards were
presented to I.ynn Iluahart and
Hal Warren, both weeks. They
were both completely surprised
%%hen Principal J M. Martin presented the trophies to them This
was a carefully guarded secret until banquet night, and only three
people knew the names of the
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Bertha Farmer Reid
Mrs. Bertha Farmer Reid, former Fulton resident, died February 28 at 4:30 at Memphis. She
had been in ill health for several
years.
She was born in Fulton, the
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
M. L. Farmer, well known Fulton
residents. She had made her
home in Memphis for many years.
Survivors include a daughter,
Mrs. Goodlett Brown of Memphis;
a brother, Gus Farmer of Fulton;
a sister, Mrs. Ed Kelly of Los Angeles; two cousins, Mrs. G. A. Legg
and Herman St. John of Fulton,
four nieces and nephews. Mrs.
Lillian Farmer of Hickman is a
sister-in-law.
The body was brought to the
Whitnel Funeral Home and services were held in the Chapel at
11 a. m. on March 1. Rev. J. L.
Leggett officiated. Burial was in
Fairview cemetery.

CLOSE-OUT!
5 and 7- PIECE CHROME

BREAKFAST SUITES

CANNON AGENCY
129 Broadway

Phone 55

Nesha B. Robe)
,
Nesha B. Robey of Wingo Route
1 passed away at her home February 22 at 9:30 a. m.
The funeral was held February
23 at 2 p. m at the Wingo Baptist
Church with Rev. Otis Schultz officiating assisted by Rev. Tilden
Garner. Burial was in Jones
Cemetery.
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home of Wingo was in charge of
arrangements.
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KENTUCKY
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Eight Years Old
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WALKER DELUXE
Tont four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
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Whiskey; 8 Years, 80.8
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Exchange Furniture Co.
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ROTARY EREIDDENT
Edward Latta, Clinton postmaster, has been nam'ed the new
President of the Clinton Rotary
Club to succeed Hall Byassee, Jr.
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Friel

CAYCE NEWS

•

Mr. Ed Frields remains about
the same at his home where he
has
been a shut-in some four
TO MEMPHIS
months now. Many get-well cards
Bob Roney, Union City, has have gotten to his bedside, and he
been named assistant personnel is deeply grateful for each one
director of the school system in and the expressions of all the
Memphis, Tenn.
friends that they carry.
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Indianapolis. Indiana are visiting
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Ferguson, Agnes and Brenda.
Mrs. Rubye Baird of Union City,
Tennessee is visiting Mrs. Ella
Holly.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon McClellan
spent Sunday afternoon with his
mother Mrs. Frankie McClellan.
We are sorry to hear of the
death of Mr. Kenneth liFewington
of Fulton, Kentucky who passed
away at the Hills/few hospital
Sunday morning. He was the father of Mrs. Aubrey Burns of
Cayce. We extend sympathy to his
children and families.

Sharrye Johnson and Kenneth Allen
Chosen As Sophomore Personalities
appeared in the Mid-South Fair
and on TV in September. She also
won in the Jaycee Talent Show
last year, and pla—d second in the
"Miss Willow Plunge" beauty revue.
She has been attending a
modeling and finishing school in
Memphis. Tennessee, on Saturdays, since October, and possibly
plans a modeling career. -Sharrye was a cheerleader for
two years in Junior High. This
year, she is serving as captain of
the cheering squad with two previous years of experience in high
school cheer leading.
She also was crowned 1960
Homecoming Queen last September.
Sharrye erijoys water skiing
during the summer vacation.

HOM ELITE

PLY

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 2, 1961

Mesdames A. Simpson, Bill
Gadberry, and Bessie Allen were
in Greenfield, Tennessee one day
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Neely Hoodenpyle
of near Clinton were Thursday
evening dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Sloan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Levine of
Bloomington, Indiana spent the
weekend with her parents Mr.
and Mrs. A. Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Norton
and family of Mason Hall, Tennessee were Sunday guests of her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Burns.
HEADS DAIRY GROUP
Mrs. Edna Alexander is visiting
Mac Burrow, South Fulton, has
her sister Mrs. Ethel Oliver and been named
President of the
Sharrye and Kenneth "watch the birdie" after being selected as out- Lynette in Memphis, Tennessee. newly-organized
Obion County
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bondurant Dairy Association.
standing sophomore personalities by the KENNEL.
had as their dinner guests Sunday
Rev, and Mrs. W. L. Cottrell and
family and Mrs. Dixie Walker.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Dean of

Mrs. Lucy Pettit has been confined to her room for the past
several weeks due to advanced
age. She is receiving all the loving care of Her daughter Mrs.
Katie Bynum, who is assisted by
Mrs. Condon Mitchell and Mrs.
Compact, perfectly balanced; easy Horace Henderson
the
stepdaughters
of Mrs. Pettit.
to carry, easy to use on farm,
campsite, ranch or woodlot!
Baby Howell, 14 months old son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum is
recovering from an aggravating
siege of an allergy. He is receiving
some medical care.
We have been in the grip of
winter over the weekend with
rain, sleet and snow, just when
we thought spring was arriving.
However, it is hope there is no
damage to crops, small grain.
Kenneth Allen and Sharrye
early gardens and etc. Many ladies
Johnson, outstanding both in
have peas and onions planted on class activities
and in school actheir set date, February 14. The tivities, have
been chosen by the
turnip greens are growing by
KENNEL as Sophomore Personleaps and bounds, and some of the
As Low As $3.45 farmers had prevallable weather alities.
Kenneth is an outstanding athWeekly after small and applied the ammonia nitrate.
lete, having lettered in football
down payment,
Pretty soon sowing of Kobe and
and basketball. He was first string
Koeeen will get underway.
center on the football team this
At our house the cat, a big Mal- year, and plays guard and fortese, has happened to an injury to wards on the "A" team in baskethis fore-foot. It is crushed rather ball. He was also a first string
TRACTOR CO.
badly and looks as if he was athlete in Junior High.
Phone 149 Fourth SS.
caught in a steel trap. We gave
During the summer, Kenneth
him some special attention during enjoys playing baseball.
Last year, Kenneth was selected
as Best Personality in the Freshman class. He is also assistant
sports editor on the KENNEL
staff.
In Operation II Years
Sharrye. an excellent dancer,
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These are typical comments from people who
have switched to the Rexall product after
using others. And it's what you'd expect as
the result of Rexall research.
What's more, the special low price now
puts your reducing program on an ECONOMY
basis. Your day's supply actually costs less
than the food you'd ordinarily eat in one day.
Yet you get essential vitamins, minerals...
scientifically balanced nutrition supplying
you with 900 calories per day.
To help you ENJOY shedding those unwanted pounds, we invite you to try REXALL
LOW CALORIE DIET am—and you be the judge.
You must be satisfied or your money back.

NEW 4-PACKET POWDER
fin osiveramt, se.y to carry.
Now In 4 operate meanind
pact in analtu•
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or Vanilla.

NEW 6-PACK LIQUID
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One ran is a tramal!' Choate
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es.
NEW Cream

30e
140 for 6

The mune Romoll ow say prefect is your tuaionnee .nuitlete
oahidaction. We rugged you &Anus )our reducing program imitA
oulo on iS. container otati
,
your pAyoUtoo, show him it. Rcroli 10
follow Si. oboe. for best moat..

his hobbling around on three feet.
He will soon be okay.
Rev. James Holtfilled his regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist church the past Sunday at
11 A. M. It was announced that
mid-week prayer service has been
changed from Thursday night to
Wednesday night at 7 P. M. The
past Thursday night Rev. and
Mrs. James Holt, Mr. Howard
Harris, Sunday School Superintendent; teachers and fifty-three
members of Sunday School attended the Rally held at South
Side Baptist Church in Martin.
Tennessee. There was a large attendance. Altho New Salem didn't
bring home the banner, the reprogelation was good.
It was last summer that all
beautiful Mimosa trees around
here were stricken with pests, a
worm that destroyed the foilage.
It was reported to by Mrs. Bell
Farmer. St. Louis, Missouri that
all the way down here, she observed the very same plague had
stricken Mimosas. So now give us
some solution to safeguarding the
trees.
Mr • Grant Bynum and daughter
Margaret, Mr and Mrs. J. W. ByISUM and children, Gloria Ann and
Howell and Miss Sammie Jane
Mathis were Sunday afternoon
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Mrs. Eric Cunningham of Dresden, Tennessee is here this week
at the bedside of her dad Mr. Ed
Frields.

by Mr. and Mrs. Haley.
Mr. and Mrs. G. T. Cunningham
and sister Mrs. Mary Dunn visited
at the bedside of Mr. Ed Frields
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis this
villiage, got a scare of their life
last week during our heavy rain
fall when water rose so rapidly it
looked as if the water would enter their home, so they took off
for higher ground, but receeding
came before it get into the house.
All our lowlands, ponds, and small
streams were flooded and it will
be several days yet before farmers can get into the fields.
Mr. Leslie Westmoreland remains about the same as last reported. He is gaining a little
strength each day. His many
friends are always glad to know
of any improvements.
Trade in Fulton
friendly merchants.

with

NEW UNION crry ARMORY
A contract for construction of a
new National Guard armory on
the Martin Highway near Union
City has been awarded to the
Nichols Engineering Company of
Union City.

NOTICE: Car Owners!
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free

Dale Breeden,
Prop.

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, March 4th 1961
10 A. M. Rain or Shine
at the late

ROBERT WILKERSON HOME

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formule like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC

In Pryorsburg
Complete household and Kitchen Furniture Including Antiques, Living Room Suits, Stove, Refrigerator, Hand Tools and Many Other Articles
Too Numerous To Mention.

Capsules 41:Pree

GEORGE STEPHENSON
Auctioneer

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428
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W have Just recently raised an
old landmark here, it is an ancient smokehouse where many a
ham has been cured by firing of
hickory or other timbers. First by
the late Tom Johnson, late Wess
Maupins, then later whin we
butchered porkers at home. Altho
the building was in a dilapidated
condition the foundations was still
intact and in good condition. It
must have been fifty or sixty
years old, maybe more, for all
your writer knows.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones of
Chicago, Illinois have moved near
here on the St. Line Road, locating in the housesof Mrs. Mary
Frields. The entire community is
glad to have this young family locate here.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Haley began
some interior decorating at their
home, knows as late Cloud Nelson
place. Some new ceilings are being added, and the walls are getting new paper in some nice,
bright spring colors. Mr. and Mrs.
Buck are doing the Nynrk assisted
-

ing Savings:
Write P. 0. Box 294
Fulton. Ky.

we pay
Up to ,1 2 inch WIDER TREAD!
Bigger footprint puts more rubber on

•
interest
savings

"Glenmore
Please"
Because It is

L2 TIRES for04$Q 00
DOWN
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more skid

resistance,

Extra deep tread gives up to 6 months
longer service.

First Industrial Plan
Paducah
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6% DEEPER TREAD

ON

107 South 4th St.

road

slower wear.

SILENTREAD
Revolutionary

nett

rubber compound hushes

road hum, screeches, even on sharp turns.

BLOWOUT SHIELD
Double thickness of strong butyl rubber assured extra protection against
bruise blowouts and sudden flats
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DIntrAnoted By
Bryant Diet. Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

BESTimi DEAL IN TOWN

CLASSIFIED ADS

WW-I VETS MEET

All Classes Select Who's Who;
Moore, Lacewell, Head Senior List

All World War I Veterans ars
urged to attend the regular
monthly meeting Friday night
,
"OR SALE: 100 nice feeding hogs. March 3 at the Legion Hall in FulWeighs from 60 to 120 lbs. Can be ton. Bill Rice, Commander, will
Freee T11. nu ••ISHHEL
.
een at my farm J W. Ward. be in charge; time is 7:30 p. in.
The seniors and underclassmen
Day phone 2186 night 2917.
chose their who's who, before
Christmas holidays. Chosen as
FOR SALE: Locust posts, seasonBest All-Around in the three low.c1; woven wire, 39" Homer Zopf,
er classes were: Mary Grant DeDukedom Highway.
Myer and
Duane
McAlister,
RON THE ISMS ...KENNEL^
Reed, eighth grade student freshmen; Pam -Homra and Don
aiG "DISCOUNT SALE":-Dur- at Don
Burnette,
sophomores;
and
Clete
Carr Elementary, represented
.ng the last two weeks of this
District Music Con- Beggs and Butch Saredling. jun.7ebruary, a discount on every Fulton in the
iors.
which was sponsored by the
tern of dress and work clothing. test,
Judy Moore,
i957 Football
:hate, pants, shirts, luggage, lea- Kentucky Federation of Woman's Queen, and Jerry Lacewell, outher •goods. jewelry and mens Club. The contest was held at standing football and basketball
taberdashery sold that has not Arlington, Kentucky on February player, took top honors as Best
reduced, except 18.
dready been
The talented junior high stu- All-Round in the senior class. All
Fruit of The Loom" underwear.
the following are also in the SenAll sales final. No refunds or ex- dent won the local contest with ior Who's Who.
lianges. Men:- This month visit his clarinet number, "The Spirit
All will agree that Sandra
rhe Edwards Store in Mayfield- Dance."
The other entry in the close Stephenson, 1958 candidate for
football queen And Carl Hurst,
WANTED AT ONCE _ Rawleigh contest was Miss Mae Mann, also outstanding athlete, deserve
'
the
Dealer in Fulton Co. or City of an eighth grader, who played "The title, Best Personality.
.sulton. Write Rawleigh, Dept. Swan" on the saxophone.
Singing,
playing
the
piano,
and
Bob Anderson was the accom2CYB - 1071-3 Freeport, Ill. Or see
dancing are only a few of the
3111 Johnson, Box 352, Russell panist for Don Reed. and Judy abilities that the Most Talented,
accompanied Mae Mann.
Moore
iprings, Ky. Phone: Union 6-4413.
Ophelia
Speight and
Jimmy
The out-of-town judges were
LAYTAG WAnriERS, stem:taro Robert Singletary, band director Clark, possess.
Most Likely to Succeed went to
and automatic models, $139.93 of the Fulton County High School.
and up. Sales and service. and Miss Kathleen Cox, music Susan Stokes, co-editor of the annual,
and Bobby Hancock, an
Bennett Electric. Yonne 301.
major at Murray State College.
Due to illness, several of the upcoming chemist.
ma RENT: Six room house contestants were unable to par- Lynn Bushart, active in Many
clubs and an avid supporter of the
mod condition, garage, gas fur- ticipate.
Bulldogs, and Hal Warren, a
lace. Phone 216.Both Miss Mann and Don Reed
are members of the Fulton High member of the Honor Society and
and Scroll, were chosen as
School band and are taking pri- Quill
WE RENT - - vate lessons from Mrs. Hernon.

Don Reed Represents
Junior Music Club

FHS Bulldogs Hold
High Region Rating

Hospital beds

TO NEW YORK
Miss Sara Little, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Neal Little, CrutchBaby beds
field, is among the 40 students
The Fulton Bulldogs have won
from Lindenwood College, St.
Vacuum Cleaners
Charles, Mo., who spending this eleven of their nineteen basketFloor polishers
week in New York City on a cul- ball games. Five of the nine losses
were of margins of less than five
WADE FURN. CO. tural trip.
points. To be
cact, there were
three three point losses, two two
Fulton. Ky.
-'hone 103
WELCOME HOME!
point lasses and a five point loss.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak
These victories and near wins add
have returned to their home at 104
up to a very good season for the
E. Third street after spending six
Bulldogs. They were sixth in the
weeks in the warm Florida sunWhen It
region after the Fulton County
shine.
game and have attained the
Real Estate in Fulton
-SeeBE INDEPENDENT. Sell Raw- height of fourth position in the
CHARLES W.BURROW leigh Products. Good nearby lo- region several times during the
season.
Mona II cality open in Fulton Co. or City
(09 Walnut
Through the first fifteen games.
of Fulton. Write Rawleigh Dept.
KYC-1071-5 Freeport, Illinois. Or Jerry Lacewell had scored 222
Loans
See: Bill Johnson, Box 352, Rus- points with an average of 15
Conventional. 1.oans
points per game, Herbert Patton
sell Spgs.
had 150 points to his credit for a
FHA Loans
WANTED: Salesman-Must have 10 point average while Kenneth
The very best selection of real car - For further information in- Bradley had
139 points for 9
estate for sale at all times
quire 311 Main Streer Must be point plus average.
over 21.
The Bulldogs
meet
Fulton
County on March 1st in tournaWANTED: Saleswoman - Must
ment play. If they win that game,
have car - For further information
they will then meet Hickman
inquire 311 Main Street. Must be
For The
County
so go get um Bulldogs!
over 21.

'arm

WANT TO BUY: Standing timber,
all species, 16" and up in diameter. Write or phone The Southern Star Lumber Co.. McKenzie,
Tenn.

BEST
and

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

-1=7-

MEW

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it,
but with one of our Low-payment pla
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62- Nights 160
11111111112Kilii:L„..:,

:1.,:1131111111110114

AMBITIOUS people enjoy success
through training in Stenography,
Accounting,
Clerical,
SPEEDWRITING Shorthand and Medical SPEEDWRITING Shorthand
Courses, at BRUCE BUSINESS
INSTITUTE, 308 Popular St.,
Martin, Tenn. SUMMER SCHOOL
begins June 12. Classes daily,
Mon. thru Fri. Also, TEENAGE
TYPING CLASS, June 19 to July
28. GET FREE INFO TODAY!
FOR BENI. Flom sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vasuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Ca
TV ANTE:ars/an: we installtrade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

Boaz & Robbins
Painting and paperhanging
contractors
--Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave
Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK

Best School Citizens.
The title of Friendliest went to
"Miss Willow Plunge of '58", Elaine Beggs, and Jimmy Williams,
a member of the football and basketball teams.
If you need anything done. lust
ask Dortha Duke, office girl, or
Tommy Carney, an honor student.
They were chosen as Most Dependable.
Chan Covington, one of the top
five in the Miss Jaycee Beauty
Contest of '59, and Jim Bushart,
who received Honorable Mention
on the All State football team of
'59, were chosen Prettiest and
Most Handsome.
Picked ea ("earest in the senior
class, were Barbara Bone, office
girl, and Charles Rice, annual coeditor.
Brenda McKeel. active in many
clubs, and Mike Walker, a member of the Honor Society and an
athlete, were tile senior's choice
as Best Leaders.
The honor of Best Sport went to
Karen Dublin. co-editor of the
KENNEL, and the Most Athletic
senior is Bill Burnette, active in
all sports, and a member of the
Bulldog Club.
• The Silliest Sophomores in '58,
Sandra Williams and Tommy
Bowden. have since become the
Wittiest seniors.

greeting

Car&

RYTEX "Personalised"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-..1
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

FREE PARKING

TRANSFER CO.

.

CONGRATULATIONS!
Congratulations are extended to
Phillip Jeffreee son of Mr and
Mrs. M. R. Jeffress, who was
among the 98 students placed on
the honor roll of the first semesDuring the Polio Drive, several
ter at Union University in JackFulton High students worked on
son, Tennessee.
the Polio Road Block by the Derby. This group, headed by Judy
Moore, included Lynn Williamson,
BACK HOME!
Philip Putnam. Mikey Calliham,
A speedy recovery is wished to
Carl Hurst, Jim Burton, Judy Mrs. J. C. Sugg who recently unHoodenpyle, Sandra Stephenson, derwent surgery at the Baptist
Nancy O'Mar, Karen Dublin, Chan Hospital in Memphis. She was
Covington. Ophelia Speight, Linda brought to her home on West
Whitnel, Ann Bowers. Darlene Street in a Hornbeak ambulance
Roberts, Sally Hall, and Jerry
Lacewell.
DeMYER SPEAKS AT
A total of $254.00 was collected
Scott DeMyer and John Watts
from the road blocks held on Jan- talked on contour plowing at the
uary 21, 25, 27, and February 4, 4-H meeting held on Wednesday.
1961. Others were scheduled but February 22. They explained the
had to be canceled because of different methods of preventing
severe weather conditions.
erosion and the importance of doing so

Fran

The THS •MST41,41L.

March 1-Dortha Duke.
3 - Duane McAlister.
March 5 - Ida Jane Finch.
March 6 - Butch Sandling.
March 8 - Julia Wood.
March 10 - Jim Bushart
March 13 - Barry Roper.
March 14 - Barry Adams.
March 16 - Sharrye Johnson.
March 19 - Sandra Ballow.
March 21 - Lynn Newton.
March 28 - Jimmy Cheatham.
March 29 - Chan Covington.
March 30 - Dave Austin.
March 30 - Lynn Holloway.
March 30 - Sandra Williams.

Students Debate Issues
In a debate-type program on
boy-girl
relationships, several
Fulton High students have entertain'ed the members of the Fulton ;
Lions Club and the West Fulton
PTA during the past two weeks.
The program was first presented
at the February meeting of the
Fulton High chapter of the FHA.
Those participating in the three
programs were: Scarlet Turner,
who served as moderator, and
Mike Walker, Chan Covington.
Lynn Bushart, Judy Copeland,
Lynn Newton, Lynn Williamson,
Carl Hurst Hal Warren, and
Mitch Mitchell, all panelists.

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

P. OTRALEI PAINTS,
IOW
Of the 20,000.re AGUA
USDA MCI

90 Proo
Vtlo Pint
$1.53

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

eser Nogales, Arizona osaa,

"THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

sure man!

SENIORS ARE REGISTERED

As the result of an accident involving an Ashland Oil truck
owned by W. T. Templeton of
Clinton and driven by Horace
Davidson, Mrs. Clarence Oliver
has filed suit asking $9,999 99
aaginst the truck owner and driver The suit is for personal injuries Mrs Oliver sustained in the
accident on December 13, 1960.

All students who are eighteen
or who will be eighteen by the
general election in November.
were registered to vote last
Thursday. Mrs. Kathryn Lannom,
County Court Clerk, was at Fulton High School to register those
who were eligible. Those who
were registered, will be able to
vote in the May primary

TRUCK COMING
The Salvation Army truck from
the Men's Social Service, Memphis, will be in Fulton March 6.
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce
office (43) will accept calls for
pick-up service.

Yello
wstone
The Greatest American
Whiskey

gentuck, Fltr•Iffht Bourbon ln a inn Prrnf Rottled-Tn
5571111
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Your N
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go by
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LIBBY'S
BEST BUY
DAYS
MARCH 2-3-4
WE HAVE TEAMED
t'P WITH LIBBY'S
- WORLD FAMOUS
FOR CANNED FOODS
- TO BRING YOU
THIS GIGANTIC MID
WINTER FOOD SALE.
GET LOW PRICES
AND Liners
QUALITY NOW!

FRESH

The Po
tamp. A
sew Joe
Davis,

GROUND

DAILY!

Ground Beef 3 Lbs.$1
First Cut

PORK STEAKS Lb. 39c
Country Style
RIBS OF BEEF Lb. 39c
BACK BONE Lb. 39c Small Meaty
SPARE RIBS Lb. 49c
Plymouth Grade A
BACON .. Lb. 10c LARGE
EGGS Doz. ..47c
With S10 Purchase
PORK CHOPS

Lb. 39c

Short

CATCHUP

LIBBY'S 14 - OUNCE
BOTTLE....

Libby Yellow Cling,

or

z

2 FOR 39c

Libby Garden

PEACHES,3 212 cans 89c Vegetables 2-303 cans 35c
No. 2 can Libby No. 4 can Vienna
Libby Crushed
PINEAPPLE .• •• 29c SAUSAGE
5 for $1
32-oz. can

Libby 24-oz. can

LIBBY'S VIM.2 cans 49c BEEF STEW ... 49c
Libby 24-oz. can
TOMATO Sauce 10 for $1 Spag. & Meat Balls 39c
Libby Sweet, 16-oz.
Libby's 303 can
Two For
CUCUMBER SLICES 29c PEAS & CARROTS 39c
Libby 8-oz.

Libby 9B Sweet

Libby Garden Sweet, 303 cans

RELISH 2 for ... 35c PEAS

5 cans for $1

PINEAPPLE - GRAriiiiiizianollINK 3 FOR 89c
-MIX 'EM OR MATCH 'EMLibby's Tomato or Pineapple

JUICE, 3 46-oz. Cans $1.
CORN, 303 can, 5 for $1. Red, Ripe Juicy
Libby's 303 cans
. . .
4 can for TOMATOES TUBE 21c
Fruit Cocktail or Pears $1 Texas Ruby Red
Libby's Cut 303 cans
GRAPEFRUIT EACH 5c
Green Beans 2 cans 49c Yellow Onions 3Lbs. 19c
- /We, Oa • Anc!.. •••••--

nnnrumwilw
;FiciACcoupor
100 FREE S&H Stamps
With Purchase of 3-Lb.
MAYROSE
CANNED PICNICS

MELLOW-MASH

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders-finecial orders

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 2, 1961

Libby's Golden whole kernel car Cream

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

Phone TU 39404

GILLUM

Anticipating possible medical
careers, seven Fulton High students journeyed up to Paducah
Tilghman High School two weeks
ago to attend a conference on the
different medical professions.
The principal speakers were:
the Dean of the University of
Kentucky Medical School, a prominent Paducah physician, and the
principal of Paducah Tilghman.
One point that was stressed at
the conference was the opportunity for medical scholarships at the
University of Kentucky.
Those attending from FHS,
were: Charles Rice, Lynn Bushart.
Chan Covington, Sandra Williams,
and Ophelia Speight. all seniors.
and Warren Nanney and Bill Leneave, both juniors.
They were accompanied on the
trip by Mrs. M. W. Hawes, head
of the foreign languages deportment at FHS, and Mrs- Ward Bushart, wife of a prominent Fulton
tioctor.
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Improvement of reading and
study habits resumed February
the ninth. Ten sessions have been
assigned or this purpose. It is
done through tile extension of
regular home room period on
Thursdays. Each Wednesday afternoon there is a general meeting
and the agenda for the next day's
program is discussed so that the
work being done is uniform
throughout the high school. The
series will end February 23.
Theseseries are being held in order that there will be some much
needed
improvement
in
the
school.

Medical Professions
Subject of Meeting

Students Conduct
Polio Roadblocks

Happy Birthday

Study Classes Resume

3 Lbs. $2.09
(t,9 ,i,kiAilki401,441j

••

SPECIAL COUPON VALUE
50 FREE S&H Stamps
With Purchase of
Large Size
STRIDE
FLOOR POLISH
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